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-COMMUNITYCréperie settles down
Renata’s crépe truck on the
Plaza will relocate the eatery
to a sit-down location on G
Street.
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-SPORTSSoftball sweeps six wins
The Jacks repeatedly beat
the Central Washington
Wildcats over the weekend
adding onto its winning
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03 | Campus
Health center fee

The cover . Photo illustration of the HSU Health Center.
* Cover photo by Tara Apperspon.
¢ Guitar photo by Kira Rubenthaler.
« Design by Tara Apperson, James Egan, Cerena Johnson,
and Sayaka Rifu.

Diversity retention

Noel-Levitz
Hodlauléa photo essay

Send corrections to thejack@humboldt.edu.

UPD clips

10,

April 27 issue:
¢ pg. 6- Model Arab League
Kyle Zeck’s name was misspelled.

Community
| Local printer closes
Creperie gets restaurant
Graduation business boom

18|

Chief Kim Thorpe
Adam

° pg. 17 - Baseball

Plans to move the Marine Lab are not definitive.

Track conference championship
Rugby wrap up
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forum
Lumberjack editorial
Letters to the editor
Guest columns

31|

Z=7 thejack@humboldt.edu
(Send letters to the editor, guest columns, story ideas, press
releases, general opinions and corrections.)

science

Calendar: events@humboidt.edu
(Send event details and contact info.)

Frog and plant photo essay
Waste reduction awards
Spotted owls

37|

@

features

Advertising office: 826-3259
Fax: 826-5921

Canoe crafters
Celebrity guitars
Veteran profile

GQ
The

Newsroom: 826-3271
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* Pg. 22 - Marine Lab to be Uprooted

Softball wins six games

Creighton

Copy Editor Nick Tellin

Cerena Johnson Sports Editor Ray Aspuria Forum Editor Luc

Tommy Bono is shown in the photograph.

sports
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Music festival guide
Native American flutist

Midnite at Mazzoti's
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Career Corner

826-3341

www.humboldt.edu/~career

Congratulations Graduates!
Good luck on your new adventure.

e

Graduated students may use the HSU Career Center services
after graduation.

e

If you are leaving Humboldt County, you can come by the

-

|Facts about the HSU Career Center:

HSU Career Center to obtain a Reciprocity Card that will give
you access to other CSU Career Centers to conduct a job
search.

e

The HSU Career Center is open all summer. Call to make an
appointment to see someone regarding internship jobs for the
Fall semester.

2nd

the

Gazebo

& F Street

in

Old

Eureka

Town”

We list internship, part-time, full-time, temporary, seasonal,
summer and work-study JOBS!
The Career Center Staff
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The HSU Career Center supports our small lab in Nelson Hall
West, Room 130 for job search and resume development.
=
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What’s our problem?
Students, administrators disagree on
why students of color don't stay
Adam Creighton
Campus Editor

HSU has a diversity problem.
In a budget crisis that drives
up student fees, cuts classes and
reduces the educational experierice down to a skeleton, increasing student enrollment is the carrot dangled just out of HSU’s
reach. And the biggest obstacle
to that is recruiting and retaining

students of color.
However, many students of
color, persuaded by promotional materials and tours to attend
HSU are disillusioned as they reSayaka Rifu

Health Center Director Rebecca Stauffer (right) discusses the consequences of denying
the student health fee at the Student Fee Advisory Committee meeting.

To fee or not to fee
Controversy looms over the advisory committee
to disregard the student votes cast on fee raise
Kimberly Thorpe
Copy Chief

have to cut back virtually every service it offers, from
the pharmacy and psychiatric services to the immu-

In atime of system wide budget crisis, an adminnizations for enrollment.
istration burdened with financial cutbacks may very
“Our students have the highest use [of the Health
well override the power of the student vote.
Center] of all the other (CSU) campuses,” Butler
The student health fee referendum, which prosaid. “It would be a crime to have these services reposed raising the Health Center fee $44 per semesduced.”
ter, failed to pass in last month's student elections. Of
Andrea Tyler, member of the Student Health Advisory Committee, argued that voter turnout didn’t
the 788 students who voted, 361 students voted for
provide an accurate account of student opinion.
the fee, and 427 or 54 percent, voted against it.
“I'm very disappointed with the results,” she said.
That may not be the end of the matter, however.
“The voter turnout was less than 850 students — I
“I don't think this is a clear statement of who’ in
don't feel that it was representative
favor and who's not in favor,” said
of the students.”
Health Center Director Rebecca
“It’s
cheap
to
take
a
stuThe voter turnout, although
Stauffer. “Based on 66 individuals,
we could lose a lot of services, not dent vote, then say that low, was typical for the university's
student elections, which rarely exjust next year, but for a very long
we're
going
to
‘take ceeds 14 percent of the entire stutime.”
:
into
consideration.’ dent population.
Unbeknownst to many stu- It
Others on the committee were
dents, their participation in the That’s like an exercise in
torn between their concerns about
election served only as an advisoelectoral masturbation.”
Health Center reductions and the
ry for HSU President Rollin Richneed to uphold the student vote.
mond, who faces the final decision
“It would be detrimental to stuof whether to maintain the Health
Kyle Zeck
dents for their representatives to
Center or go against the student
AS Legislative Vice President
say, ‘We don’t care what you think.
vote.
We're going to do it anyway because we know what's
In a meeting last Wednesday, the Student Fee
best for you,” said AS President Samantha WilliamsAdvisory Committee voted to recommend to RichGray. “Students get enough of that already.”
mond that the vote stand, despite strong opposition
In the end, students voted against the adminisfrom the administration.
tration. AS President-elect Nicole Alvarado, Natural
Steven Butler, vice president of Student Affairs,
Resources Representative Noelle Melchizedek and
said failing to pass the fee — regardless of the stuWilliams-Gray all voted in favor of upholding the
dent vote — would cause students to suffer both
vote. Butler, Fiscal Affairs Director Lori Rudebock
emotionally and physically as a result of depleted
and Jeff Haag, the university-appointed Fee Adviso
basic health services.
ry Committee member, opposed the decision.
“We can talk about the democratic process and
AS Legislative Vice President Kyle Zeck, who
upholding the election, but it’s not as simple as that,’
broke the tie, supported the fee increase personal
he said.
Without the fee increase, the Health Center will

see HEALTH, pg. 9

alize the university is not as di-

verse as they thought.
Melanie Shaw, a social work
junior,

felt that

way

two

years

ago.
“When I first got here, it was
a lot different than what I expected—the way they put this school

minute.”
Shaw said that people expect
her to represent her race. “People
[are] always asking you, ‘why do
you think that way?” she said.
R.W.

Hicks,

director

of Stu-

dent Academic Services Outreach
Program, said a major problem is
that professors do not know how
to approach diversity. “If education is directed at certain people,
other people will have less interest,” Hicks said. “We still focus
on white students, caucasian stu-

dents.”
Maybe one reason HSU pro
fessors focus on white students is
that the faculty is overwhelmingly white.
According to the Strategic
Plan for HSU, which outlines actions to be taken by HSU between
2004 and 2009, “Faculty of color in all categories except Native

out there, with brochures with diverse people,” Shaw said. “When
you get to campus, there's noth-

American are present at HSU

ing but white students. The ac-

gee

tual diverse campus is small and

only half of the levels found in the
CSU system.

DIVERSITY, pg. 7

HSU students think
Copy Chief

and

While HSU students favorably rate faculty expertise and

campus safety, the university
falls short when it comes to enrollment processes and general

education, a new study shows.
Recent reports by universi-

ty consulting firm Noel-Levitz
reveal that HSU scores high in
the areas of faculty participation and major requirements,
but drops below par when it
comes to academic advising
and class
;

when

getting

the

run-around

information on

campus, said Ruth Sims, a
Noel-Levitz employee. “In such
situations,
we generally recommend a review of the policies
and procedures of all campus
offices to provide a higher level
of student satisfaction.”
HSU hired the firm, which

has consulted with more than
1,700 schools to improve enrollment and marketing suc-

cess, to boost the university's
stagnating student population.

The Colorado-based firm,

“We're guessing we'll be below

hired by HSU to analyze stu-

the enrollment target (next
year),” said Rick Vrem, vice
president of Academic Affairs.
The school’s target enrollment is 7,389 students for the
2005-2006 school year, which
includes the summer, fall and

dent satisfaction

and reten-

tion rates, surveyed 719 HSU
students who rated everything
from faculty involvement and
interest to financial aid availability.
“Students expressed some
dissatisfaction with registration, financial aid processes,

at

spring semesters.

~ see SURVEY, next page
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BORDER TASTE

NORTH

COAST!”

Come and enjoy Carmela’s
TUTOR COLL

20% OFF
of any Meal

WITH HSU
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continued from previous page

The research also included
three focus groups with students
randomly selected by the university.

“The turnout was not as big as
we had hoped,” said Paul Mann,
senior communication officer of
Public Affairs at HSU.
Each group consisted of between seven and 11 students
who ranked HSU’s strengths
and weaknesses regarding the

“Know-all-Levitz”
HSU hired market research company Noel-Levitz
last year to help boost stagnant enrollment. N-L
surveyed 719 HSU students, and their findings
are posted on HSU’s Web site under “Strategic
Enrollment Effort.” Among their discoveries:

Students found teaching
effectiveness the most important
quality of a university, and campus
life the least important.

university's reputation, location

We also offer a great
CIRO
Vegetarian Dishes

ENJOY OUR FAMOUS
MARGARITAS!
Happy

Hour from 3:30 to 5:30

1917 5th Street,

1701 Central Ave.

Eureka 442-1929

Mckinleyville 839-2435

Open

Daily

llam

- 9pm

Wondering what to do when your
family arrives for your

and affordability.
The transfer-student process
received mixed reviews, with
students noting inconsistency
with transferable courses and
the lack of a strong presence on
community college campuses.
Students also indicated dissatisfaction with the academic
advising process, which NoelLevitz researchers said is not being administered consistently in
the absence of a central process
for training and delivering advising information.
Strengths
included
the
school’s
location,
word-ofmouth reputation, small size
and affordability.

Paul Mann

“A Toast to Humboldt”
of Humboldt County

food, wine

L ive am

¥:

and beer.

action
and view

nard’s High School Audi
§.00 in advance/$20.00 a
or more information

707-443-2735
This is a 21-years-old and over only event.
Proceeds benefit SBCS (St. Bernard's Catholic

High School) and its library.
www.saintbernards.org
Advance tickets are available at:

One of the largest problems
Noel-Levitz found in its Student
Satisfaction Inventory (SSI) survey involved student dissatisfaction with the effect of budget
cuts on class availability.
The disparity between desired and actual course offerings
also showed up in the student
focus groups where, as one student put it, “In my department,
the budget cuts mean classes are
offered only every other year. I
changed from music education
to just music so I could graduate.”
Overall, however, students
expressed more satisfaction with
their college experience than the
national average, and indicated that, if given the opportunity
to go back and choose a college
again, most would still choose
HSU.
Kimberly Thorpe can be reached

St.Bernards H.S.

ceeeeeece««

Myrtletown Market... 666

at kat21@humboldt.edu
ccc cee
ens

HSU students on average felt safer
than students nationally, ranking
satisfaction with campus safety
5.36 out of 7.

HSU ranked campus safety as the
9th most important attribute out of
11 items. Nationally, campus safety
is ranked as the 3rd most important
attribute behind academics and
advising.

ae

coeees

Students were more satisfied with
HSU’s “attractive” location on the

senior communication officer of
Public Affairs

The Metro (Arcata)
Murphey’s Market (Cutten)

lower choice.

“The turnout (of the
student focus groups)
was not big as we had
hoped.”

HSU graduation?

Art

75.22 percent of students said HSU
was their first university choice,
17.88% said it was their second,
and 7% said it was their third or

Redwood Coast than any other
campus attribute. They gave it a
score of 6.44 out of 7.

ar

Students were most unsatisfied
with registering for classes and
getting adequate financial aid (4.34
and 4.29 out of 7 respectively).
Both were well below the national
satisfaction averages.

a

The two most likely reasons
students come to Humboldt:
geographic setting and cost.

The two least likely reasons
students come to HSU: opportunity
to play sports and family/friend
recommendation.
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Hoolaulea 2005
by Luis Lopez
spectalizing
custom work

in
for

over 9 years
call
445.2609
visit

1908

Myrtle
Ta

alae e:)

Open
Tues-Sat
Noon-6pm
(or later by

appt.)
if

A

& rsh

www.primaidecor.com

(Above) Miles White lifts
turkeys wrapped in lettuce

and wire that had been
smoking in a pit in the volley
ball court. The turkeys were
buried with a whole pig,
which was removed next.

(Right) The meat of the pig
falls right off the bones,
literally. Shown here is the
jaw.
(Below) Claren Cristobal
starts do dig the sand off of
the buried pig.

cannondale

HANDMADE
IN USA
see PHOTO ESSAY, next page

Open

Daily

On The Plaza,Arcata

822-0321
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856 10th Street, Arcata
(Behind the Minor Theatre)

626-BREW (2739)

Don’t Forget!

Band

Time

We also have:

Wed 4

Nac One $5 Ladies$2

» 2 Pool Tables
» Video Games

Thur 5 | Karaoke

Free

Fri6

| BLUES

“1S” win Adam Evolve | 9:30 PM

» 13 Beers
on Tap

Sat7

| PUNK

The Crooks

| 10:00 PM
9:30 PM

10:00 PM

» Seasonal Brews Mon 9 | Open Mic

» Great Food

» Bring
a Friend!
Looking

Tues 10|

8:00 PM

Hip Hop

Wed 11} REGGAE

Humboldt Hip Hop
Community Organization $2 18+

9:30 PM

2 1/2 White Guys

10:00 PM

for the Perfect Graduation

Gift?

Arcata Music is having a Sale!!
Reward

these hardworking College

Grads with the Guitar/Musical gear of
,
their dreams

Everything is on SALE
ee
B

2

Come by Arcata Music for rocki# deals on

G61, Brian Moore, LT? Godin Alvarez,
Roland, Crate amps, and
Pacific Drums and Precussion.

| We will offer near cost specials on
.
| Breedlove, Gibson, Marshall, Ampeg, SWR,
_ effects pedals and more.

(Top) Josclyn Bliven participates in painting at the Pacific
Islander celebration.

(Bottom) Sisters Zoé (center) and Romi (right) make leis as part

Located in the Sunny Brae Shopping Center

of a workshop in the Karshner Lounge.

“Arcata Music detnitely has the coolest gear in town!”

822-3931
wwwvitarAmpsOnline.com
SalesobvitarAmpeOnline.com

Photos by Tara Apperson
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Students of color

continued from pg. 3

Conversely, white faculty are
over-represented compared to

studies? What about Asian stud-

be here,” he said.

ies? When you come to a univer

the CSU system.
By 2003 data, only 1.2 percent

of HSU faculty were black, less

sity, you come to explore, you
want to learn different cultures
as well as be taught by these dif-

than one-third of the 3.8 percent

ferent people,” she said.

“We've treated indigenous
people here badly, we literally
picked up and moved the Chinese out of Eureka,” Richmond
said, referring to an incident
last century when a lynch mob
forced all Chinese citizens in

average

throughout

the

CSU

“We have everything you can

system. Latinos were 3.6 percent

want in an institution on paper,”
Morgan said. “Once you get
here, what’s keeping you here?”
Without giving specifics on
any main reasons, Jones does

of the faculty at HSU, versus 7.4
percent statewide. Meanwhile,

white faculty represented 86.1
percent of HSU faculty, 10.8
percent more
the state.

than

not believe that dissatisfaction

the rest of

with the university is the
main _ reason

Helen

Jones,

tor

direc-

of

Di-

versity
and
Compliance,
said that recruiting

verse

di-

“We

have everything

can want in an
on

paper.

here,

institution

Once

what’s

you

get

keeping

yOu

students of color leave.
“There's

vague

that

here?”

faculty
Keion

getting their Ph.D.s,” Jones said.
Jones said there is heavy com
petition for qualified, diverse
applicants, and that HSU is of-

ten outbid by universities that
offer a more competitive salary,
better facilities for research and

a lower cost of living.
“It might be easy to say we

need diverse faculty, then we
have to go out and find it in the
market,” Jones said. “If you're
are you going to a rural college?
That's the reality we're working
with.”
It may not be because HSU

lacks diverse faculty, or because
education is directed at white
students, but for some reason,
black students are almost one
third less likely to graduate from
HSU than their white counterparts.

Shaw has seen friends get
frustrated with HSU.
“They wanted to go homepack their bags and leave,” Shaw
said. “I have felt like that so

aren't
or
= stu-

dents of diversity,’ Jones said.

“There's

a

lot

college that have nothing to do
with the university.”
But reasons that do have to
do with the university are now
part of an $80,900 market re-

search study by Noel-Levitz, an
education- market
consulting
firm.
Recently,
President
Rollin Richmond contracted NoelLevitz
to tell
HSU

how

reach

enroll.

“They are naon

* !his

a

ment goals.
tionally

Morgan,

admissions

author

of

the

“campus climate” survey, used
to be one of those frustrated students.
some

personal

growth for me to stay,” Morgan
said. “I came [to the admissions

office] to help with this process.
We need to change.
“We just got ethnic studies
as a major, what about Chicano

county onto a ship

bound for San Francisco.

Richmond said that he received a complaint from one
student of color that she was followed around by a local merchant when she entered his
shop.
As a result of this, Richmond
met with several local businesses to raise awareness of how
HSU students of color feel the

community perceives them.
Richmond further cited cultural differences and a lack of
“access to consumer goods,”
specifically, via a mall, as additional reasons students of color
pack their bags.
Richmond also said that HSU
did not and will not cut funding

for diversity programs and continues to fund the Campus Dialogue on Race and Diversity
Conference.
According to the A.S. Budget, the Multi-Cultural Center
stands to gain a $10,000 increase

in funding

known

enrollment

management is-

has made
able

of

over

decades

it uncomfort-

for minorities

to be

here.”

sues—try to forgive the word-

Rollin Richmond
HSU president

said,

explaining that HSU would lose
out on large amounts of funding if “we [don’t] get our student
numbers to reasonable levels.”
Noel-Levitz’s no. 1 recommendation was: “Focus on di-

versity as a critical market segment:

recruitment,

retention,

To assist recruitment efforts,

Richmond

said

Noel-Levitz

is

developing a Humboldt brandidentity that is most likely to at-

... fora lotless than dorms
» Pay as little as $345 per
month including utilities
» Get free internet access
use our computer lab

&

» Stay close to HSU, the
Plaza

»

and

on the bus

line

VVI-Fi now available!

Reserve now for fall !
455 Union Street

822-1909

ane

Ba
&

>

But as for the problem of
keeping students of color here,
Richmond looks to the community.

community

over

a

number of decades has made it
uncomfortable for minorities to

‘a

Ajso, parts of

the

diversity

plan have been

incorporated
into the Office
of Enrollment

OCKTAILS ¢ POOL ¢ MUSIC
3534 Broadway

= “js
enough?

Eureka

443-5464

it
No,

but it is progress,” Richmond said.
Stephanie Jones, marine biology, zoology and science education junior, said she hasn't seen

any progress toward remedying diversity issues in her three
years here.
“Every year, we get a bunch

of people of color, they realize
there's nothing to do up here, so
they leave,” she said. “The reason I stayed is because it’s the
cheapest school.

8 Ball Tournament

$5 buy in
Karaoke Express

“In all honesty, I didn’t want

tract future students.

“This

!

Management's
plan.

marketing
universities,”
Richmond

Your ownroom

year over last
year’s funding.

community

number

Inn

for the 2005-2006

to

faculty/staff, programming.”

many times.”

took

we

of reasons people don’t stay in

a faculty of color with a Ph.D.

and

Morgan

admissions counselor

en and people of color who are

counselor

notion

retaining

sons, the biggest is a supply-side problem.
“There is a shortage of wom-

Keion

this

recruiting

for HSU
is
difficult
for
many
rea-

“It

yOu

Humboldt

Colony

to be here-still don't,” Jones
said. “The only thing I’ve seen
this school do right is admitting
there's a wrong.”
Adam Creighton can
be reached at Adam.

Creighton@gmail.com

Thursday 9:00pm

Old School Hip-Hop with DJ Ray

Friday

& Saturday

The ae

9:00pm

Mix with D) Ray

Karaoke Big Kahuna Style
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RAMONE
Pabety CLafe ee

Order a wonderful
graduation cake

|

i ave us decorate it with your message,
school colors and fresh flowers. Round

shapes, or sheet cakes, every delicious bite
made from scratch!

hoose from poppyseed cake with
aspberry mousse filling, chocolate
cake with mocha mousse, frosted with
chocolate ganache, carrot cake with cream
cheese icing or many, many more.

Order early!
at

29

Vi
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naKeleyY
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Va

Marketplace

ie
i

Drive-Thruo

rr

mTIKOy DOLE

n Elwy.

Areata

Center

LOL
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N
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kurekas

.\we

OY

« So9-o085

Street

Harrison

¢ 826-1088

\t
442-5507

Jd

east.

ureka

e 44?

ureka

Cae
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Be he popes

eae:

Pierson’s in
Eureka « 476-040]
RAMONTLSBARERY.C »\\

Wednesday, April 27

Reno.

1:01 a.m. Officers cited people

Friday, April 29

for possession of marijuana in
Sunset Hall.

was unable to locate the peti-

3:00 a.m. An officer confronted five people reportedly drinking alcohol behind
Juniper Hall. The officer determined the substance was
not alcohol. No charges were

tioner.

filed.

11:30 a.m. The owner of a
barking dog tied to a handrail
at Nelson Hall West moved
his dog after an officer advised him of campus regula-

11:11 am. An ambulance
transported a person involved
in a bicycle accident on Gran-

8:50 a.m. A person

ported

illegally

on the UC Quad.

2° OFF *
varieties

a

"| Excluding Special Orders & Case Lots... *

>
Pasta

4:29 p.m. A vehicle parked in

locate

the Gist Hall staff lot had an

rassed a student in Forbes
Complex. Students last reported the transient heading
towards Science B.

open door, and nobody was
around the vehicle. The offi-

hy Sataated

varieties

vananan

cer on duty was unable to locate the owners and secured
the door.

Thursday, April 28

2:

a transient

who

ha-

5:20 p.m. Officers confirmed
that a suspicious person
climbing through a car window into a vehicle was actu-

$1 29

Appreciation

ite Avenue to Mad River Hos-

pital.

8:21 a.m. Signs and cones
were stolen from the Library.

ally a friend of the vehicle's
owner.

8:26 a.m. A truck rolled out

9:36
p.m.
UPD
assisted
searching the Wildberries
Market area for a suspect possibly carrying a weapon.

ley

Allergy

of each Month!

Organic Produce Items:

(tims... $1.39 w.

Remedy

eee
Cluster Tomatoos.....$3.99»

1 os., selected varieties
EUREKA CO-OP

Produce prices good thru 6/8/06
ARCATA CO-OP

5th

and L Streets
443-6027
6 a.m. to 9 p.m.

8th

and | Streets
822-5947

6 a.m. to 10 p.m.

2:22 p.m. Housing received a
copy of a suspicious e-mail a
resident sent to someone in

11:20 p.m. An extremely intoxicated person in Redwood
Hall evaded officers’ searches.

Got story ideas? Call us!
(707) 826-3271
Want to advertise? Call (707) 826-3259
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Wednesday

11:26 a.m. Officers arrested
a petitioner for refusing to
leave campus.

FF

BIOALLERS..

$999

10:44 p.m. An officer arrested
a person on Sunset Quad for
being Drunk in Public.
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HEALTH
continued from pg. 3

BONGO
BOY
CD/DVD

ly but chose not to go against the
student majority.
“As a student representative, |

wanted to send the message that
AS works for the students and not
the administration,’ Zeck said.

Another concern was that invalidating a student vote could
undermine the entire electoral
process, one that already suffers
from voter apathy.
“We asked for an opinion
here,” said Alvarado, who chairs
the committee. “We put it to a
vote. It’s not my responsibility to
make decisions for [the students]

when | ask their opinions.”
The health fee referendum falls
under Category I fees, which cover all charges that must be paid to
apply to, enroll in, or attend the
university. Under the policy established in 2000 by California State
University Chancellor Charles
Reed, changes in such fees are required to undergo a student referendum. However, the ultimate
outcome falls under the authority
of the university president.
Although Richmond has no
official deadline for making the
decision, the health referendum
called for the fee raise to go into

ruck

Rentals

Don’t be Left Behind!
Reserve your Budget
truck today. Show your
Student I.D. card and
recieve a 10% discount!

CD & DVD Replication
With Full-Color On-Disc
Printing And NEW
CLEARCOAT LAMINATE!
Mastering, Audio & Video
Archiving, Graphic Design,
Digital Recording & Editing

Call

442-4980

839-5090

om~
fs

for rates and

e-mail: bongoboycd@aol.com

website at humboldtmusic.com

reservations
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effect this fall. Butler said Rich-
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mond will probably decide before
the end of the term.
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Besides consideration of the
student vote, Richmond must also
take into account

the consequenc

Providing the BEST selection of Asian

es of slicing between $320,000 and
$380,000 from the Health Center

products, ingredients and imports.
Featuring items from Korea, China, Japan,"

budget.
“On one hand, it’s very hard to

| Laos, Thailand, Vietnam, the Philippines

go against the student vote, but on
the other, [Richmond] is the uni-

3
:

versity president and if he needs
to fill a budget gap, that’s his prerogative,” Zeck said.
However, the fact that the stu-

dent committee voted against raising the fee, coupled with the stu-

CASWELL-MASSEY
Lotions *¢ Bath Gels

Scented Soaps

dent vote against the referendum,

Pillar Candles

may make the decision more difficult.

Spray Cologne

We will ship your Mother's Day gift

“It's cheap to take a student
vote, then say that we're going to

anywhere in the contiguous U.S. for $4.50
1031 H St. ¢ Arcata ¢ 822-3450
2817 F St. ¢ Eureka ¢ 269-9560
www.bubbles-arcata.com

‘take it into consideration.,” Zeck
said. “That's like an exercise in
electoral masturbation.”
ay
a
|

Kim Thorpe can be reached at
kat21@humboldt.edu
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and many more countries.
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Local printer closes after 20 years
paper's printer after Humboldt Printing shuts down, it
sible.
Chittock said the Triplicate received several phone
calls inquiring about the price. El Heraldo is one of the
many publications that made the calls.
Editor Theresa Cruz said the Spanish-language
newspaper eyes the Daily Triplicate as its prospective
printer. The paper worked with the closing printer for
four years.
Cruz said the Triplicate’s price is comparable to

what Humboldt Printing offered, and that the cost will

Paes

will do its best to serve as many new customers as pos-

remain about the same. The paper still remains uncer

tain about the distribution process, she said.
In order to switch to the Triplicate, El] Heraldo will

change its submission format to digital. Cruz said the
publication used to submit paper copies of the pages to
Humboldt Printing.
Cruz said she was sad to see the printer close,
has no problem changing the editing format.

Kira Rubenthaler

The Humboldt Printing Co., which was located in Fortuna, will close for business this summer.

Sayaka Rifu can be reached at
sr26@humbidt.edu

Rose Mitchell

Staff writer

Crépe truck
ditching its
wheels
After two years of searching,
local business finally gets
what it was looking for

Renata’s

France. They will be serving breakfast and lunch at

least four to five days out of the week and are look-

Créperie located on the corner of 8th _ ing forward to expanding their service by serving

and G streets in Arcata will be moving to a new lo-

cation, where Bohemian Books currently stands.
Renata Maculaus, owner and crépe maker, said
she’s been looking for a sit-down place for the past

two years. “Our location was in jeopardy and Bohemian Books [was available],” she said.

Her current location is perfect she said, but because the business does not have indoor seating it
is seasonal. During the winter season the truck
has to shut down, but with a sit down restaurant
they will be able to be open year round and expand
their menu. They will add soups and salads along
with specialties already available such as their savory crépe specials like a roasted yam crépe with
mashed yams and caramelized onions, jack cheese
and créme fraiche. For that sweet tooth, a sweetcrépe special such as a sweet sappha with strawberries, bananas, and créme fraiche topped with nutel
la and almonds might do the trick.
The new location will include seating and table
service as well as a crépe bar with new crépe griddles which Maculaus picked up on her last trip to

“We hope we'll be really complimentary towards the Arcata Theatre's plans,” Maculaus said.
Maculaus opened Renata’s Créperie and espres-

so over five years ago after saving up the money to
start
her own business by working on fishing boats
in Alaska and teaching in inner city Los Angeles
before coming to Arcata.
Maculaus developed a love for food (especially
crépes) after working in the food industry as a waitress before coming up with the idea for a créperie
truck. She currently works with Danielle Stalder
who she plans to add as a partner in the business.
So far they are the only two who work the truck but
it's a possibility that they will be hiring more people
hen the new location opens.
The artistic work that will go into the remodeling of their new location will be massive due to an
“orny of artists,” Maculaus said. Being an artist she
h» \ envisioned an eclectic mix of antique furniture
as well as incorporating part of the old bookstore.
see CREPES, next page

ee

The Eureka Times-Standard prints several news publications, including The Lumberjack. Managing Editor

ne

ing newspapers.

ee

After serving the community for 20 years, Humboldt Printing Co. will print its last newspaper on July
3. That leaves two printers in the area capable of print-

Charles Winkler said the paper would be happy to talk
to the publications interested in printing at its facility.
“What I understand is that we are always interested
in new opportunities,” Winkler said.
Press Room Director Brad Birdwell was unavailable
to comment.
The Daily Triplicate’s Production Manager Steve
Chittock said if publishers decide to rush over to the

ee

Departing Managing Editor

“It'll be a smooth change,” Cruz said.
Newspapers are not the only ones affected by the
closure. HSU prints class-schedule booklets at Humboldt Printing.
Assistant Registrar Hillary Dashiell said the university will probably go to printers out of the area. HSU
plans to make a decision by August, she said.
“(Humboldt Printing and HSU] had a long-standing
relationship,” she said. “We're sorry to see them close.”
She said the business with other printers will not be
the same as working with the local printer.
“It will not be as personal,” she said.
Dashiell said the change of the company will not affect the design of the schedule.

ieee nse

Sayaka Rifu

but
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CREPES: moving to indoor location

11

Affordable Care

continued from last page

Close To Home

Individual care and professional expertise
from the moment you walk through the door.
We provide both traditional and low force
Activator chiropractic techniques.
Mest insurance
is accepted, student
discounts and payment plens are evallable

(Left) Danielle Stalder
serves customers
at the créperie last
Sunday. Stalder
will soon be added

Humboldt Back &
Neck Pain Center

as partner in the

business. Currently
the créperie is getting
ready to transition
from a restaurant on

1781 Central Ave, rn

CA

wheels to a sit-down

venue.

(Below) Renata
Maculaus, owner and
founder of Renata’s

CAMPUS

Créperie, is extremely
excited about the
upcoming move.
Maculaus has been
looking for an indoor

Fresh Organic - Locally Made
Ask for Deliciousqofu Snack Products
—
at these Campus Outlets ..
(i aa ble,
- The Depot
* South Campus Marketplace
Cupboard
> Giant's

restaurant for two

years.
lara Apperson

Quotes from the past owners

may end up being shellacked into
whe

tables or the floor so that it will

* Jolly

still carry on as a place to read.

Cafeteria

and at
CR
- Dining Hall

“I want there to be continuum between businesses,” Maculaus said.

She hopes that by the fall the

822-7401 * TOFU SHOP.COM
TOFU SHOP SPECIALTY FOODS, INC.

restaurant will be rolling, however she is still unsure about where

the créperie truck will end up. “I

joe

Giant

ARCATA

don't want to retire the truck fully,” she said.
Maculaus said the new location is “perfect in every way and

people can look forward to a colorful, creative, yummy environment.”

English sophmore Matt Clementz is excited to hear that Rena-

tas Créperie will be opening at a
sit-down location. “The mango
and strawberry crépe smothered
in Nutella and custard is an orgasm in my mouth,” he said.
ee

Arcata

F
]
{
]

resident

Ryan

Reidy

- TAKE

enjoys the crépes thoroughly and
can't wait to be able to try them
when they are in their new location. “The crépes are a fantabulous disco party in my mouth and
they are so delicious I feel like I
should be arrested after I eat one,”
he said.

Rose Mitchell can be reached at
ram47@humboldt.edu

OUPME]

Luach
@ Dinne
Located
in the T;

(707) 6 rs pC
courtesy of Renata Maculaus
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Buy a Mac and get $100 back!

15” PowerBook

12” iBook

¢ AirPort Extreme Card (802.11g wireless)

{

¢ AirPort Extreme Card (802.11g wireless)

}

* Backlit Keyboard/Mac OS X 10.3

* Mac OS X 10.3

|

¢ ATI Mobility Radeon 9700

¢ 12-inch TFT XGA display

:

Radeon 9200

.

e 15.2-inch TFT Display
¢ AppleCare | 3 year warranty - $239 value

eAppleCare |3 year warranty - $183 value
APPLE.COM RETAIL $1248
APPLE EDUCATION $1132
HSU BOOKSTORE*
$ 999
MAIL-IN-REBATE
($-100)
YOUR
COST
$ 800

APPLE.COM RETAIL $2348
APPLE EDUCATION $2038
HSU BOOKSTORE*
$1899
MAIL-IN-REBATE
($-100)
YOUR
COST
$1799

HUMBOLDT.ORG/BOOKSTORE — (707) 826-5848
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|
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iPod shuffle
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“After Apple mail-in-rebate - Students, Faculty, or Staff ID required.*
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¢ ATI Mobility

1.5GHz PowerPC G4 w/ 64MB VRAM
512MB SDRAM - 1 SO-DIMM
80GB Ultra ATA drive @ 5400 rpm
Combo Drive (DVD-ROM/CD-RW)

¢
¢
e
¢

1.2GHz PowerPC G4
256MB SDRAM (built-in)
30GB Ultra ATA drive
Combo drive (DVD-ROM/CD-RW)
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°
¢
¢
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World

Briefs

Nuclear protests and conference
Thousands of anti-nuclear war protesters marched outside the

UN last Sunday, demanding that nuclear weapons need to be abolished immediately.
The protesters come on the heels of critics
who
say the United States, France, England, China and Russia have
failed to disarm, despite commitments to do so.
Non nuclear states are frustrated by the Bush administration,
which has rejected the nuclear test ban treaty and continued to develop new nuclear weapons.
The Nuclear Proliferation Treaty review, a conference that is
held every five years, is currently being held in New York City. This
is the seventh of its kind.
Many would like the conference to focus on North Korea and
Iran, two suspected nuclear threats that have been difficult to negotiate with.
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Soldier becomes one of eight on
military death row: all are minori-

CUS

ae

Hasan Akbar, an American Muslim, was sentenced to military

death row for killing two fellow US soldiers and wounding 14
others while in Iraq. His father, John Akbar, said his son was sub-

ject to racial and religious taunts from other soldiers. His defense

lawyers also argued that he was mentally
ill, but he was still sentenced to death by lethal injection. Albka
be the first prison-

er on military death row to actually be put to death since 1961.
There are currently seven other menon military death row; six
are black and one is Asian.
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‘Classic Cheesesteak Combo Meal,
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Includes 8” Classic Cheese Steak,
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“Trust me, there's no such

thing as good vibrations.”

Graduation makes
business boom

Come in for a Midas Touch™ Courtesy Check.

DAS

Hotels booked, restaurant reservations scarce

Trust the Midas touch.

Shelby Lewis

www.midas.com

wo

&

e

Staff writer

Semi-Metallic or NAO

on pads

|

manvonows: __ © 45-point brake inspection!

Lifetime**Guaranteed
Brake Pads or Shoes
ii

LIFETIME
GUARANTEE’*

Loved ones coming to visit can expect to pay

° Rood test

© Labor not induded
Many cos, ight trudks and
SUVs
Moy be sutstonhal
extro cos
|
odditiona! ports and labor ** Ufetime guarantee wolid a long os you own
yout cay. See manager for limited guarantee terms ond detals. Coupon must

be presented at time of purchase Not good with any other offer At
partipating shops only. Void if copredor tansferred and where prohibited

Test thee atides teens =| Expires 7/03/05.

by law. Any other use constitutes frasd

Eureka — 707-445-9244
2125 Fourth Street

If you are graduating this month, and your
family doesn’t have a hotel room booked for that
weekend, start dialing now.
Those still looking for a warm bed have precious few options left as HSU’s May 14" commencement ceremonies swiftly approach.
Not only were most hotels booked months ago,
but they began taking reservations in September.
The standard reservation procedure for local
hotels during the peak season is a two-night minimum stay, held with a credit card.

4

elevated rates to stay locally, because while May
is not technically summer, many local hoteliers
choose to overlook this slight glitch and switch
from off-season to summer rates.
Front desk clerk Andy Ballot of the
Best Western Bayshore Inn in

Eureka said, “Graduation
keys summer rates.”
Ballot said last
year was totally chaotic, with
visitors to the
North
Coast
beingunaware

that they were
exploring the
area during a
high volume
time of year.
Ballot
__recalled phoning
hotels for travelers that nad expected to have no trouble
finding a room in the Eureka area. Every hotel Ballot phoned between Santa Rosa and
Grant's Pass and over to Redding was full.
The unsuspecting travelers ended up sleeping
on cots in the hotel’s conference room, allowing
them a slight reprieve before heading out to find
that illusive place to rest their weary heads.
Carleigh Kume, a graduating political science
senior, reserved a hotel room last February for her
family to stay in during graduation weekend.
“It’s really crazy around here at that time.
There's lots of traffic and people don’t know where
they are going. It’s chaotic,” Kume said.
Kume also reserved another room that she
didn’t need just incase of an emergency. She ended up giving it to a friend who forgot to make reservations in time.

As of publication, all hotels located on Valley
West in Arcata were booked full and had been for

gler said he has to hold back laughter when people phone in early May looking for rooms for
graduation weekend. He added that they began
taking reservations in October and were completely booked by December. The hotel currently has a ten-customer waiting list for graduation
weekend.
The following Eureka establishments had minimal availability as of publication; Super 8 at 4433193

($117-165

per night), the Comfort

at

444-0401 ($150 per night) or the Days Inn at 4442019 ($132-154 per night). All of these hotels require a two-night minimum stay. Fortuna still had
various options. Try the Super 8 at 725-2888.

The Ramada Limited at 443-2206 in Eureka
always holds back five rooms in case they’ve accidentally overbooked. They currently have 17
rooms available for graduation weekend ranging
from $135-145 dollars a night and require a
two-night minimum stay. They also
require cash or check; no credit
cards are accepted for graduation weekend.
By the way, have you
thought about dinner?
You probably should
if you don't want
mom and dad to eat
the macaroni and
cheese you've been
dining on throughout your college career. Again, your options are evaporating

almost as you read this.
Most local restaurants
on the Plaza can no longer
accommodate large groups,
but smaller parties can still slide
in if they are flexible about their reservation time.

The hotel and restaurant situation is mimicked at the Arcata airport. Those wishing to fly
in can still do so, but flights are hard to come by
- requiring about a week's stay due to availability - and can cost roughly double the regular fare,
Michael Hellmair, a travel agent at House of Travel in Fortuna said.
Of the eight flights servicing Arcata daily from
San Francisco, there are only seats available on
May 10th and no return seats available until May
17th. Hellmair said the increase in price was due
to the two-week advance purchase required to get
a reasonable deal on the same route.
Juniors take heed, have your family book everything - flight, hotel and dinner reservations
- early for your graduation to avoid disappointment and possibly being disowned.

months.
North Coast Inn front desk clerk Bruce Span-

Inn

scl14@humboildt.edu
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GOODBYE GRADS!
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Thank you for your hard
work and dedication. We'll
miss you, but get the hell

out already.
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Your ad can be here.

Read The Lumberjack.

Call our ad office at

(707) 826-3259
Ijnpads@humboldt.edu

You might learn something
you didn’t know.

Story ideas or suggetions?
(707) 826-3271
thejack@humboldt.edu
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Socks!!

—

bring

or mention

Got a tip or a story idea?
Call us in the newsroom.

this Coupon’

(707) 826-3271
thejack@humboldt.edu

Buy any 2005 Chaco or Keen

sandals and get a FREE
pair of “Mt. Bike” socks
from Bridgedale.

Submit event announcements

en

for free calendar listing.
events@humboldt.edu

Chaco
np”

Bridgedale

oer

e

Read us online at thejack.humboldt.edu.

These ultralight socks
are great for biking or
hiking. A perfect
match with your
Chacos or Keens!

*offer good while
supplies last

5th & Commercial Eureka » 445-171.
l

Open 7 Days

www.killerdeals.com
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195 TAYLOR WAY
BLUE LAKE CA
707-668-4151
On the web at
www.madriverbrewing.com

VISIT OUR RETAIL SHOP
FOR BEER AND COOL STUFF.
Tues-Fri

Reserve
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Tofu Club Herb Tofu, Marinated Soy Chunks, Lettuce,
Tomato, Sprouts, Avo, Mayo & Served on 3 Slices of
Toasted Sourdough
‘$7.25
Herb Tofu Sandwich Tofu, Lettuce, Tomato, Avocado,
Onion, our New Vegan Garlic Spread & Served on Whole
Wheat
$7.25
Tofu Submarine Brio French Roll Filled with Tofu,
Avocado, Lettuce, Onions, Sprouts, Tomato, Garlic
Spread & Choice of Cheese
$7.75
CheeseJ,
&
Bread
of
Choice
Your
Sandwich
Veggie
Lettuce, Tomato, Onion, Cucumbers, Carrots, Mayo &

Sprouts
Mozzarella Sticks (5)

$6.95

Homemade Sm. Gouda Sticks (5)

$6.95

Homemade

$2.95

i

{ Garlic Bread

Sides

Meatballs
t French Fries
Cheese Fries(Choice Cheese $5.65)
Ranch Dressing
Marinara
| Smokey BBQ

$3.95
$3.25
$4.50
$.50
$.75
$.95

$6.25

Hot

Adams Tofu Herb Tofu, Feta, Grilled Tomato, Basil,
Spinach & Served on Grilled Sourdough
$6.50
Tofu Reuben Herb Tofu, Kraut, Swiss Cheese Between 2
Pieces of Grilled Rye & Served with a Side of 1000 island

$7.25

Grilled
Cheese And Tomato Choice of 2 Cheeses,

Warm Tomato Slices Grilled on Sourdough with Lettuce,

$4.95
Sprouts & Onions
Soy Steak Marinated Soy Chunks, Onions, Swiss &
12” $12.50
$6.50
Provolone
Cold 6”Sandwict

ing: Ranch, Balsamic

|

Vinaigrette, Italian, Thousand Island,
Honey Dijon

! Chef Salad Fresh Romaine Topped with Carrots,
Tomatoes, Onions, Ham, Turkey, Pepperoncinis, Salami,
Croutons, Cucumbers, Parmesan, Provolone & with
$8.95
Choice Dressing.
{ Mediterranean Salad Mixed Greens, Artichoke Hearts,
Kalamata Olives, Roasted Garlic, Carrots, Onions,
Tomatoes Tossed in our House Balsamic Vinaigrette and
$7.25
Dusted with Feta & Parmesan
Onions
Carrots,
Tomatoes,
Caesar Salad Romaine,

& Croutons Tossed in House Egg-Less Mango Caesar
$6.50

Dressing

Side Salad Mixed Greens, Tomatoes, Onions,
Croutons ,
Cucumbers, Carrots,
Dusted with Parmesan
$2.95

Choice of Dressing &

pint

Deli Salads
i Traditional Coleslaw
*Soup Du Jour

quart

$3.25
$1.95
$4.95
See server for details*

6”"+
12”+
Cheese
American
&
Onions
Sautéed
1
#
| Traditional
$6.95
$13.50

Lettuce, Tomato, Sprouts, Onions & Served on a Brio
Roll Topped with Vinaigrette 2 Sizes Available

$6.95

12” $13.00

Terrific Turkey Organic Oven Roasted Turkey, Cranberry
Sauce, Mayo, Lettuce, Stuffing & Tomato Served on a
$6.95
Brio Roll

Mediterranean Turkey Organic Turkey, Olive Tapinade,
Feta Cheese, Lettuce, Tomato, Onions, Sprouts & Served
$6.95
.
on Whole Wheat
The Following Sandwiches are Served Cold, with

a Choice of Cheese and Bread. All Sandwiches

Come with Mayo, Lettuce, Tomato, Onions and

Sprouts. Sizes Available are 6 & 12 Inch

Pastrami and Cheese
Ham and Cheese
Smoked Albacore Salad and Cheese

$7.25
$6.50
$7.50

$7.50

Organic Turkey Salad and Cheese

$7.25

Roast Beef and Cheese

# 2 Sautéed Onions, Swiss & Provolone
] Traditional
$14.00
$7.25
j Cheese

# 3 Jack Cheese, Sautéed Onions, Jalapenos
Traditional
& Mushrooms

$7.50

$14.50

I Pizza Steak Marinara, Onions, Mozzarella, Provolone
$14.50
$7.50
& Parmesan
* All Sandwiches Served With a Pickle*

(Substitute Boca or Garden At No Additional Charge)

j

All Burgers are Served with Lettuce, Tomato, Onions.

Additional Toppings: $1.00. Jalapenos, Sautéed Onions,

Sautéed Mushrooms,
( Bacon, Cheese & Avocado Just Add $1.50)
i Traditional Burger 907 Burger Cooked to Perfection

i

$5.95

{ Swiss Mushroom
j Arcata

Burger

Sautéed Mushrooms & Swiss

i

Burger Bacon, Avocado & Choice of Cheese

$7.95

Bacon Burger BBQ, Bacon & C hoice of Cheese

$7.50

d Ahi Fillet, Lemon, Red Chili Aioli
Burger
le
Ahi
Gril

[ & Sprouts

Pizza

Extra

Cheese, Mushrooms, Garlic,

Red Onions, Black Olives, Kalamata Olives, Red Bell
Peppers, Spinach, Sun Dried Tomatoes, Fresh Tomatoes,
Artichoke Hearts, Pesto, Pepperoncini’s, Jalapenos,
Fresh Basil, Pepperoni, Ham, Bacon, Meatballs, Sausage,
Anchovy’s, Roasted Garlic, Olive Tapinade, Ricotta
Cheese, Pineapple, Feta Cheese, Tofu , Organic Turkey,
Salami & Soy Chunks

Large Cheese Pizza
Super Slices

Slice Du Jour

[

a Side of Marinara (Additional Toppings $.95) Add
$9.25
Toppings from Above List
Panzarotti A Panzarotti is a Large Pocket of Pizza

i

Basil. Lightly Fried; Essentially, this is an Italian
Chimichanga . Add Toppings From Above
$8.25
(Additional Toppings $.95)

|

*All Sandwiches Served With a Pickle*

f

Stuffed with Marinara, Mozzarella, Fresh Garlic &

1\2 $1.50

CheeseJ with Lettuce, Tomato, Sprouts & Onions
$7.50

Tuna Salad Melt Your Choice of Bread
Smoked
Fresh

Meatball

Grinder Homemade

Served with Lettuce, Tomato, Sprouts & Onions

$7.50

Hot Ham And Swiss Thinly Sliced Ham & Melted
Swiss Cheese Served on a Brio Roll with Lettuce,

Tomato, Onions, & Sprouts on the side.
$6.75 $13.00
Available 6 & 12 Inch
French Dip Roast Beef, Melted Swiss, Onion Strings,
Side Of Horsy Sauce

Brio Roll

& a Side of Au Jus Served on a

$7.75
Fresh Roasted Organic

Turkey, Swiss Cheese & Kraut Between Two Pieces of

a Side of 1,000 Island
Grilled Rye, with
Hot Past
i
Sandwic!

$6.95

All Pastrami Sandwiches Served on Los Bagels Corn

Rye and Accompanied with a Crisp Pickle Spear.

The

Rachael Hot Pastrami, Coleslaw & Horseradish

Cheddar Cheese Between Two Pieces of Grilled Rye

Pastrami

Melt

$7.50
Kraut &
Onions,
Grilled
Pastrami,
Hot

Smoked Gouda Between Two Pieces of Grilled Rye

$7.50

Pastrami

Reuben

Hot Pastrami, Swiss Cheese, Kraut

$7.50

Island

$3.50
oe

$6.95

Cheese, Spinach, Fresh Tomato, Fresh Basil, Red Onion,
Roasted Garlic, Marinara, Mozzarella &
Cheese

Parmesan
$17.95

Hawaiian Ham, Pineapple, Red Onions, Marinara &
Mozzarella

$16.95

Carnivore Ham, Bacon, Sausage, Pepperoni,
The

Meatballs, Red Onion, Salami, Marinara & Mozzarella

Full Selection of Microbrews,

R

Hours of Operation
Monday thru Thursday 11:00am to
1:00am
Friday And Saturday 11:00am to 3:00am
Sunday 11:00am to 11:00pm

(707) 822-4650
1057 H Street Arcata, C/

SO

Wine

and Select

|

i
j
|
|
{

Meatballs Served on a

Brio Roll Topped with Marinara, Mozzarella, Provolone
$7.50
& Parmesan
Hot Roast Beef Roast Beef, Grilled Onions &
Horseradish Cheddar Cheese Melted on a Brio Roll,

$2.50

Mediterranean Artichoke Hearts, Kalamata Olives, Feta

j

Hot
Sandwiches.

Between Two Pieces of Grilled Rye & a Side of 1,000

$11.95

18”

Extra Toppings: Whole Pie $2.50

Calzones Spinach, Mozzarella & Ricotta Served with

$6.95

Southwest Burger Jalapenos, Sautéed Onions & Jack
$6.95
Cheese

BBO

$6.50

Classic Turkey & Cheese Sandwich
Choice Toppings:

{

and Cheese with Lettuce, Tomato, Sprouts & Onions
$7.50
Chicken Parmesan Breaded Chicken Breast Topped
with Marinara, Melted Mozzarella, Provolone,
$7.50
Parmesan & Served on a Brio Roll

$5.50
Sourdough
Italian Sub Ham, Salami, Provolone, Pepperoncinis,
6”

Dried Tomatoes, Mozzarella, Feta, Pesto & Parmesan
$18.50

$6.95

B.L.T Bacon, Lettuce, Tomato, Mayo on Toasted

|

$17.95

Marinara & Mozzarella

Organic Turkey Salad Melt Your Choice of Bread and

Deli Turkey Breast, Bacon, Lettuce,

4

The Gotti Spinach, Roasted Red Bell Peppers, Sun-

Adams Turkey Deli Turkey Breast, Feta, Grilled
Tomato, Basil & Spinach Served on Grilled Sourdough

Tomato, Sprouts, Mayo, Avocado & Served On 3 Slices of
$7.50
Toasted Sourdough

{

Hearts, Basil, Sun Dried Tomato, Smoked Gouda,

Hot
Grinders
And Melts

House Favorites
Turkey Club

Onions, Mushrooms, Tomato, Spinach,
Basil, Olives, Roasted Garlic & Mozzarella $16.95
ite
Pi
iti
. Roasted Garlic,
Olives, Basil, Spinach, Red Onions, Olive Oil, Tomato
(This pie does not have marinara sauce and it’s also a
cheese-less pizza)
$14.95
Artichoke
Garlic
Fresh
Garlic,
Roasted
Garlic Lovers

Juices

i

j

Sweepin’ the series
Women annihilate Central Washington winning all six games
Ray Aspuria

good,” she said. “We've been hitting the ball

It was similar to watching a bully pick
on a scrawny kid. It was just another week

stroyed the team 10-2 in the first game and
7-2 in the second.
Sophomore left fielder Meagan Sutherland gave insight into why the team fared

end for the HSU women’s softball team,
looking unstoppable once again.

so well against Central Washington.
“They suck,” Sutherland said.

“The

“The pitching has been outstanding,”
Cheek said. “We have three good pitchers.”

sports/Online Editor

ington in three days, the team made the

pitcher we just faced is so slow and their
defense sucks.”

most of it, sweeping the series.
The ‘Jacks beat the Wildcats 3-2 in the

though.

With six games against Central Wash-

first game Friday and 3-0 in the second.
Saturday provided the same result as the
‘Jacks

beat

the

Wildcats

7-1

in the

first

game and 4-2 in the second.
The annihilation of Central Washington did not stop Sunday, as the women de-

She did give credit to the team’s offense
“They can actually hit the ball, but their
defense is just crappy,’ Sutherland said.
Even though the games against Central
Washington were non-league play, it was
an opportunity for the team to keep up its
cohesiveness.
“The season has been
amazing,
said
senior
pitcher Kara Roberts. “I've
been here four years and
the girls have gelled well”
Roberts

said

the

dif-

ference in this year’s team
compared to the teams
she’s played for in the past
is unity.
“The
girls
have
all
come together,” Roberts

The Wildcats’ catcher can only watch as Michelle
Block (12) crosses the plate during Saturday’s game.

said. “The

hitting lineup

is amazing.

We're a team,

there are no individuals.”
Sutherland
reiterated
the comments.
“The season is going

and the pitching is good”
Head Coach Frank Cheek said the team's
pitching staff has been great all year.

Those three pitchers are sophomore
Tracy Motzny, freshman Lizzy Prescott and
Roberts. Motzny sports a 0.86 ERA while
Prescott has a 1.12 ERA and Roberts has a
1.36 ERA. Between the three of them, they
have struck out a total of 378 batters.

The ‘Jacks are still currently the No. 1
ranked team in the West Region of
NCAA
Division II Softball Regional Rankings.
“Out

of the 275

Divi-

Padilla leads the team with
batting average of .331 and
Sutherland rounds out
ting .296 and coming in
homeruns. She also has 45

54 RBIs with a
4 homeruns
the team, bat
second with
RBIs.

The combination of great pitching and
an equally great hitting crew has also at
tributed to the teams 59-3
record.

“With pitching, we have an ERA of one,’
Cheek said. “We also have girls who can
put the ball outta here.”
While Cheek has put the losses behind
him, he explained that the team had chances to win them.

see SOFTBALL, pg. 22

sion II teams in the nation,
we are No, | in the country,’ Cheek said. “We're hitting in the .315-.320 range,
which means we get three
hits for every ten at bats.”
Junior third baseman

Brandi Harrison leads the
team with a batting average
of .389 and eight homeruns
and is second on the team

with 48 RBIs.
Sophomore right
Nancy Harberson is
on the team with a
average of .363. She
4 homeruns and 34
Junior

catcher

fielder
second
batting
has hit
RBIs.
Jessica

Despite the slide, a Central Washington player is
thrown out at second.

THEJACK.HUMBOLDT.ORG
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Team makes strides this year, heads to championship
Ray Aspuria
Sports/Online Editor

Judging
joking

by

manner

the carefree
members

and

of the

HSU track and field team had
at practice recently, youd never
know that the conference championship meet is just over the horizon,.

qualifying runners have yet to be
published by the GNAC.
“Everyone (participating) is
going to run all in one day,’ Mo

Moran

fare much better than last year’s
team performance at the GNAC

and the men were near the bot-

to

travel

to

Ellens-

Northwest

Athletic

Conference

(GNAC) Championships hosted
by Central Washington University.

“We may have six girls going
and 12 men going,” said Head
Coach Sandy Moran.
Moran

would

was

unsure

be competing

of

since

who

the

’

s

expects to the team to

team’s determination to win was

scheduled

Rut
ts

meets. We're going to go from 10
a.m. to 4:30 p.m.”

Championship.

burg, Wash., for Saturday's Great

golden

ran said. “Most meets are two-day

Despite the laughing and
smiling throughout practice, the
visible in each individual's eyes.
This weekend, the team is

ee es

RESERVE

“Last year the girls were last

GRADUATION LEIS

tom,” Moran said. “We're definite-

ly going to improve that.”
Nicole Campbell, an environmental resource engineering senior, said she is scheduled to run
in the 3,000- and 1,500-meter
sprints at the championship.
“I'm focusing on the 3,000 meter for a qualifying time for a national race,” Campbell said.
She ran in a 5,000-meter race

‘

UNTRY

GIFTS
©
FLORIST FINE

www.countrylivingfloristandgifts.com

1309 11th St., Suite 105, Arcata « 707-822-8967

courtesy of Sports Information

Brian Kostock

MAD RIVER

OGHTER

All Sizes, from 5x5 - 10x35
Brand new at Mad River Storage

see TRACK, pg. 23

¢ Warehouse Sizes 10x25 &

10x35

¢ Indoor Vehicle Storage
¢ High & Dry
e Fenced, Cameras, Secure

SG [] BOO
courtesy of Sports Information
Ray Aspuria

Head Coach Sandy Moran, right, pointing out practice drills to

track and field athletes during practice at the Redwood Bowl.

Nicole Campbell

1400 Glendale Drive, Blue Lake
Across from E&O Bowl
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MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
8:00AM TO 6:00 PM
Most CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
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Karen Wilkinson
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3 HEINDON RD.

much like the photo above of an
The HSU men’s rugby team has been tenacious ail year,
University of Montana. The team
player running with the ball during a matchup against the
ip but fell to Northern Colorado
carried that tenacity into the NCAA Division Ii Championsh
:
University despite overcoming a 21-point deficit.
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Despite fiery comeback, HSU falls short
Katie Deno
departing Sports Editor
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by team fell 24-22 in Saturday's
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too
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Gourmet Tee Cream On The North Coast.
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be too sad.
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the nation.”

We’re second in

season

with

9-2.
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Bears defeat-
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Pierre DuVair ed GeorgeUniHSU rugby player town

versity three

many
II school that demolished
on
teams
I
Division
respected

never been
down before and we had to

weeks ago 23-10 to advance to

came at the hands of many hours

“We got a lot of momentum and

“(UNC) is a hard team, too,”

in its painful loss to UNC in

‘Jacks a 1-point lead, but the

there than in the actual
different

in the championships when it

fied a Bears’ victory and nation-

boldt rugby hit the road with the

of hard work and determination
for the cub team, which showed

Miller said. “We saw them in
scored 22 unanswered points”
run gave the Santa Cruz and they were a lot
‘The 14-minute

Palo Alto.
HSU won the Elite Eight
three weeks ago to secure a spot

game. They're a
be enough, as a (championship)
lead wouldn't
kick with four very good team”
UNC penalty
Fans and supporters
minutes left in the game solidi-

eat down Florida State 35-7
Michigan
State 27-17.
“(UNC)

title.
% championship

of penalties,”

o

Our Frozen Stone!

Plaza

791 8th Street
Jacoby’s Storehouse
822-6588
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to have won, but we can't be

sad” player Pierre DuVair said.
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see RUGBY on next page
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RUGBY: Despite loss team ends ranked No. 2

When you graduate...

continued from previous page

...don’t be just another statistic.

Qa~y
photos by Karen Wilkinson

60% of college students who smoke
say they will quit within two years of graduating
-- only 40% succeed.
75% of graduates wish they hac! never started smoking.

\—’
Top: The 'Jacks face off
against the University
of Montana rugby team
April 2.

Rule Your Destiny!
quitnet.com
(an on-line quitting tobacco resource,
FREE for Humboldt County residents)

Left: A trio of Jacks
during the teams practice
in February.

Right: An HSU player
attempts to evade

University of Montana
defenders April 2.

Story ideas?
Call: 826-3271

|

Have an event?

|

E-mail the info to:

|

events@humboldt.edu
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Want to advertise?
Call: 826-3259
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Barwear
HSU students?
Join the class!

THE FIREWATER LOU
E SAFE RIDE THE FREE SHU
And Featuring the absolute
best in Vintage, Mod and Retro clothing & accessories
And the clothing line from the world-famous ALIBI
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(pre-req JMC 120)
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SOFTBALL: One victory shy of school record
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continued from pg. 18
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SOFTBALL: continued from pg. 18
“We've lost three games,” Cheek said. “Two

|

of the losses we could have won, but one we
just plain lost’
The women are currently riding an 11game win streak, and are only one win shy of
tying the school record of 60 wins in a season.
The "Jacks are set to close out their regular
season at home next week with a four-game

44\1- 9999.

series against Western Washington.

1a

por? poe

Contack:
eaves
fpoosounone

i

Cheek has one thing on his mind.

“We're going to win this league,” Cheeks
said, “our goal is to win the national tourna-

ore

ment.”

Ray Aspuria can be reached at
jackasspuria@gmaill.com

Tracy Motzny winds up to dish out some
heat Friday. She struck out four batters while
allowing only two runs.

Se
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HEMP* RECYCLED* ORGANIC

Largest selection of Hemp,

Organic Cotton Clothing,

-

Tree-Free & Recycled Papers—
Anywhere!

|

|
1063 H STREET * ARCATA
yt
822-6972
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©
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“Dont leave
without

Core

er

some

Humboldt

Hem} y!”

taking some practice swings
The ‘Jacks, along with Head Coach Frank Cheek, warm up by
Friday.

|
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TRACK: Atheletes enjoy closeness of team

|

continued from pg. 19

last Friday at a meet at the University of San Francisco Invitational.
“I feel a little tired running
the 5,000 meter, it’s longer than
I usually run,” Campbell said.
“My body is recovering but I'll be
ready Saturday.”
Campbell added she'll be mentally ready for the meet as well.
Biology sophomore Jeff Spivey,
a relative newcomer to the team,
said his high school track experience is completely different from
his experiences at HSU.
“Just the level of competition in college compared to high
school (it’s different),” Spivey said.
“In college it’s a lot more demanding and a lot more fun.”
Spivey, who specializes in
throws

at track

meets,

said

he

enjoys the camaraderie that the
track team has.
“Everyone is closer in cviiege
than in high school,” Spivey said.
Brian Kostock, a kinesiology
senior, has been on the team for
four years. Kostock runs the longdistance races and enjoys being
on the team.

“(Llike the) team aspect, going
around traveling to run races, and
seeing other people on the team

doing well,” Kostock said.
An_ hour
and a_ half
before
he
hits the track
and
races,
Kostock per
forms a pre
race ritual.
“Before |
race, I try to

Competing in the Mt. SAC relay was one of the most exciting
things that Kostock has been able
to do on the
track
and

fieldteam.
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HSU track and field member
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The team’s mindset is what
makes this year’s team stand out
from previous teams.
“The attitudes are a lot different and we have new people on
the team,” Kostock said.
He hasn't changed his training
regiment since joining the team
four years ago.
“It's pretty much the same, just
a little more mileage,” Kostock
said. “During the summer I was
doing marathon racing.”
Kostock specializes in longdistance races but during his
younger years he ran sprints.
in seventh

grade

and

did more sprints,” Kostock said.
“I progressively had gone up from
the 1,500 up

“In the 5,000 meters and up,

to

up,

rm the fast-

Last

good

“I ran

body

Saturday.”

tock
said.
“Tt was a fun

marathon

NCAA

ond with a time of 52.08.
Chris Binschus and Kostock
at Stanford

team.”

day.

doesn't con
sider
himself the fast

Binschus raced his third-fastest career 800 meters, timing
1:53.95,

est

Kostock ran in the 5,000-meter race and finished with a time
of 15:11.00.
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John Daubenspeck also competed, finishing first in the 400meter run. Daubenspeck came
in with a time of 51.75 as fellow
teammate Seth Astle came in sec-

Kostock

Brian

Vegi & Vegan Friendly
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Saturday Happy Hour all day
Fresh, Delicious, Healthy,
Wholesome food

° 10% Student Discount

Division II nationals.
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fourth among
a field of 19 runners in the 5,000meter race, but missed an NCAA
qualifying mark at the University
of San Francisco Invitational.
Campbell had a time of 17
minutes, 51.85 seconds, missing
the provisional qualifying standard of 17:50.00.
However, Campbell has already achieved a_ provisional
qualifier in the 3,000 meters for
the May 26-28 championships,
placing her on the waiting list for

racing.”
While

the team, there is no doubt in his

music

5,000

“I feel a little tired running

find or make a smoothie,” Kos

pumps me up.”

and Chris Binchus, those three
are probably the fastest in terms
of sprints,” Kostock said. “But in

raced in the Cardinal Invitational
University

last Sun-

Ray Aspuria can be reached at

jackasspuria@gmail.com
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BY BUS:

Quick Tips for Flying:

Greyhound: Get your tickets ahead of time. If y
wait too long, you might miss your chance. You c
purchase Greyhound tickets online, but you have
get them at least two weeks ahead of time. They ca
around $70 round trip. If you are flying out of the BI
Area, you can take the bus to San Francisco or Oakla
and then you have to take BART (Bay Area Rapid Tra
sit) to the airport. It is best to take the bus to San Fra

Out of Arcata:
Getting out of Arcata is usually difficult and expensive, especially if you have waited to buy
tickets. Fran Tanner, a travel agent at University Travel on 11th Street in Arcata said, “Discount
seats go very early. Flights are booked so heavily right now because of graduation”
If you were planning to book one of the discount flights to Los Angeles, but haven't yet,
you may want to start looking for alternative travel options. “Those flights are full through
May,’ Tanner said. The discount price is $69, a mere penny compared to what it costs to fly
from here to San Francisco. A search of online flights showed that a round trip ticket from
the beginning of the summer to the end of the summer would cost around $350 at the least.
Suggestion: Use sites that give the option of searching for flexible travel dates. Traveling a
few days before or after what you had in mind could be significantly cheaper. And remember, the earlier you start looking, the better chance you have of getting a good price. If you
see one that looks good, scoop it up!

Ibs.
ome.
1
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Getting to the Bay can be tricky. If you have a car you need to figure out where to park it.
Airport parking can cost upwards of $10 per day. Skypark.com has a special right now for
$160 for up to 30 days. If you are going on a short trip, around a week or so, there is a “park

and sleep” combination at many hotels. It costs about $100 for one night in a hotel and park-

ing in the hotel lot for the duration of your stay, plus shuttle transportation to and from the

airport.
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If you don’t have a ride planned you will either have to take a bus or find a ride. Read on.

on

hould

Only

Out of the Bay Area:

airlines

surfboard

1 Check
YOU

cisco because it is much easier and safer to get to t
nearest BART station.

mean

it’s

forever,

lock

your

never

going

and

suit

It's a tricky process if you haven't done it before, esp
cially if you have luggage to drag around. Bring mad
Seriously. You don’t want to take the bus to Oakland
you are flying out of Oakland because the bus static
is in a shady area, and it is easier to get to a BART st
tion in the city. BART goes right to the San Francisco a
port. It goes to the Oakland airport too, but you have
transfer to a bus. It’s easier than it sounds. The bigge

challenge is getting from the Greyhound station to th
nearest BART station.
You can get directions from www.bart.gov from t
Greyhound station at 425 Mission, to the nearest BAR)
The Greyhound station is also the transit center for ci
tion.

The best thing to do is plan ahead. Print out direct
mation.

Amtrak: Though the Amtrak train doesn’t come thre
train station. It’s a little more expensive, and a little m

ing on the route it can be faster.

What do you wish someone had told you before you started traveling by yourself

Name:
Chad Lanting
Year: senior

Major: English education

were in the region I went to (south
‘

iit

i

i

e

“General advice would be to
plan well for the area you're going
to go, but be open to changing your
plans:

Name: Chiemi Sugiyama
Year: senior
Major: Environmental science

“Find a place to stay. Knowing
something about the language.”

Name: Colin McAndrey
Year: senior
Major: Industrial techn

“(To get between Eurek
cata) use alternative transt
More people car pooling
not.”

rehensive guide to safe and cheap domestic travel

BY CAR:

ahead of time. If you
four chance. You can
ine, but you have to
ad of time. They cost
flying out of the Bay
Francisco or Oakland,
(Bay Area Rapid Tran> the bus to San Fran-

If you don’t have your own car, carpooling is an option. If you do have a car and you don't

want to drive alone or need help with gas, carpooling can be an option for you too.

You can check out the ride board at the Co-op in Arcata. The kiosk with listed rides is
located at the back of the parking lot. But beware, getting in a car with an unknown person is
a risk.
It is best to meet the person before you spend a day or two in a car with him or her.
Discuss ahead of time how you are going to split the gas. Get that persons’ contact information and leave it with someone who knows your travel plans. If you don’t show up, at
least there
will be someone to worry about you. Make sure you have a lot of communication with the
driver
or rider about the exact drop off and pick up points.

1d safer to get to the

t done it before, espe| around. Bring mace.
the bus to Oakland if
‘ause the bus station
to get to a BART stathe San Francisco airtoo, but you have to

sounds. The biggest
h

hound station to the

Rental cars are also an option. If you are just driving to the airport it can be very economi
-

cal. You usually have to be 25 to rent a car though. If you aren't 25 call the rental place and see
if
you can have someone co-sign for you. Some places only require that you be 21 to rent a car.

You can pick up a rental at the Arcata Airport, or in Eureka, and drop it off at whichever
airport you are flying out of. Rentals cost only around $40. It’s a little more than a one way ticket

on the bus, but it saves you time and you have a lot more control over your trip. If you are driving

with someone else it makes this option even more economical.
© 2005 Yahoo! inc

‘

©2004
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Birections from the SF Greyhound (A) to the

nearest BART station (B).

w.bart.gov from the
to the nearest BART station, which is on Market street, about 4 blocks away.
transit center for city buses, so you can take a bus to the nearest BART sta-

ad. Print out directions, ask for help if you need it, and get schedule infordoesn't come through Arcata, you can catch the bus that takes you to the
sive, and a little more of a hassle, but it is more comfortable, and depend-

Moving?
If you don’t have a reservation for a moving truck,
make one soon. If you live in the dorms and aren't enrolled
in summer school you have to move by the weekend after finals. There is storage space in Arcata too if you are planning
to go away for the summer and need a place to store your
stuff.

vourself?

Colin McAndrews

Name: Dawn Albrecht

senior

Year: senior

: Industrial technology

Major: Social studies and geography

get between Eureka and Arp alternative transportation.

sit

“If I want to see my sister in Canada, I have
to have my passport (now). Little secrets
such
as discounts and where you can stay with your

dog.

Name: Netra Khatri
Year: graduate student

Major: Engineering

“About the country where

I’m

going. About the people,
their language,
their religion.”
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Lumberjack Editorial
Vote on fee increase

was anything but
decisive
In a democratic society like the one we live in, a vote is considered a final décision. There isn’t usually any turning back after the
results. Apparently HSU doesn't feel the need to be part of the normal democratic process. Not only did less than 10 percent of the
student population vote, a mere 850 students, but now the administration might override the student vote which shot down a pro-

$44 fee increase per semester.

It's a complicated issue. If the administration doesn‘ step in and

raise the fee regardless of the student vote, the Health Center will

fall apart. Currently, 70 percent of HSU’s students use the Health
Center. Those students may no longer have access to immunizations. This could prevent students from coming to HSU in the first
place because many incoming students rely on the campus Health
Center for the immunizations they need to start school. The costs
of other services will go up too, and students who can’t afford them
will have nowhere to go, because other local clinics, like Open Door,
would not be able to handle the influx. If the Health Center were to
close, it would be chaos.
On the other hand, if the administration does step in, it completely devalues the voting process. If 90 percent of students here
didn’t vote before all this, it could get even worse in future elections. Students will lose faith in the idea that their vote and their
voices count. It’s a double-edged sword. Administrative interference equals fewer voters in future elections, but few voters in the
first place mean results that may not reflect the true student vote.
So, where the hell were you? Maybe you didn’t know about the
vote on the health fee referendum because you didn't see any information. The voter guide, provided by AS, was awful and the opposite of informative. There were campaign advertisements, you probably see Nichole Alvarado’s “we can do it” poster in your dreams,
but information on the Health Center fee was difficult to come by.
You actually had to do research on your own, and who would do
that? It’s ironic because people in this town try so hard to give the
. image of a concerned and politically aware community, but hardly
anyone on this campus cares about our Health Center, which most
of us use.
'* Since-we:can't change what's already _ happ happened, we'll have to
ened,

move forward and deal with the consequences. Next time around

‘we

will hopefully go back to paper ballots. Apparently people are

way too lazy to log onto Web Registration. We can also put it to a
vote in the fa'', but make the Health Center fee around $20 per semester, Also, a suggestion to the administration: send out a mass

e-mail to students. Even though half of us don't read them, maybe

a few more voters can be found. At least that way you won't have
to turn around and step on our toes by telling us that because we

didn’t vote the way you wanted you're going to pretend it never happened. Maybe next time the student vote should just be called a
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Dear Editor,
The annual STAR test is approaching and I just
spoke with my son's language arts teacher. I had
stopped in to see how he was doing. Upon seeing
me, she asked if I was there to exempt my son from
the STAR test. It is often the parents of high-achieving students who choose to pull their kids, I was
told. Many parents, appalled by the state’s focus on
performance testing, choose to protest by excluding
their own children. Well parents, your protest won't
change the system.
Instead it will punish the school in one of two
ways: pulling high performing students from the
test lowers the school’s overall performance, and
subjects the school to various penalties should they
fail to meet their assigned performance targets. Or,
pulling enough students so that the school has less
than a 95 percent participation in the STAR test automatically penalizes the school.
As you may have guessed, penalties mean even
less funding than usual. Personally, I oppose standardized testing in general and the STAR test in

Matt Levesque

Concerned parent
Arcata

Population growth is entirely manageable
Dear Editor,
I know I am preaching to the choir in writing this letter, but this choir is disjointed and in
need of collaboration. The Humboldt area, with
its staunchly liberal slant, should understand better than any area that the world human population,

currently edging toward 6.5 billion, is gargantuan.
In speaking with people around town, and bounc

ing ideas off CCAT visitors and workers, as well as
certain Schatz folk, I have developed a well-considered plan to reduce the population—and Humboldt
is as good a place as any to start.
We need to eliminate a good 4 billion people,
and though Mother Nature is helping (e.g., avian
influenza) humans must take this matter into their
own hands. Therefore, I propose we start a massive,
indiscriminate, population reduction/sustainable
food-supply, human-farm program. That is to say,
we kill a lot of people and eat them.
This will work, slowly at first, if we pick out people to be killed through a lottery system. Some will
be eaten immediately; others will be farmed for future food. Initially, we will not need to breed humans for food, but eventually this will be a neces-

sity.
A few considerations need to be taken into account.
We

must

understand

that eating humans

will

probably not taste good. But we can work with that,
and over time we can find a perfect balance of spices and sauces to go along with human meat.
Also, Americans are very fat and would need to
be worked to make them leaner.
Another concern, in the distant future, is that if

we reduce the human population by 4 billion, the
remaining 2 billion—which was previously highly
reliant on others for survival—will suffer. Survival
is a social structure, and without that structure, I

suspect many more will die off. But organisms have
a tendency to fight for survival. The cause might be
a reduction of another billion—give or take—but
that wouldn't be too horrible.
Please, let us meet and discuss these issues fur

ther, maybe at an Arcata Council meeting.

Cevallos Lopez
Student
Arcata

How to reach the Forum section
«The Lumberjack welcomes submissions for
guest columns or guest cartoons.

« Letters and guest columns must include
the writer’s name, city of residence and

¢ Letters to the editor should be no more

year in school if a student.

than 350 words and
more than 750 words.

guest columns

phone number. Also include major and

no

+ Letters and guest columns will be edited

« Questions regarding the editorial content of The Lumberjack should be directed to the editor at 826-3271.

for grammar and spelling.

* The Lumberjack editorial is written based on the major
ity opinion of the newspaper's editorial board.

+ Letters and guest columns must be received by 5 p.m. Friday for next issue consideration

reflect
- Staff columns, guest columns and cartoons
those of
the opinion of the writers, not necessarily

+ Letters from the same author will only be
published every 30 days. ;

The Lumberjack or HSU.

from the test and punishing the school, I am writing letters and punishing the legislators. Those of
you who have already pulled your child or children
from the test, please reconsider. If you are intelligent enough to have a problem with the STAR test,
you are intelligent enough to research the effects
of your actions; both the intended and unintended
consequences.
I am in the phone book should you wish to discuss this issue further, and give me an opportunity
to convince you to allow your child to take the test.
Please consider the effects of your personal action
on the community as a whole. With virtually every
school suffering from reduced enrollment, affecting
the outcome of the STAR test is counterproductive
if your objective is to secure a quality education for
your son or daughter.

+ Letters can be e-mailed (preferred), faxed,
snail-mailed or directly brought in to The
Lumberjack.
E-mail: thejack@humboldt.edu
Fax: 826-5921

Address:
The Lumberjack
Nelson Hall East Room 6,
Humboldt
State University,
Arcata,
CA 95521

THEJACK.HUMBOLDT.ORG
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A veritable deluge of wisdom ... and grapes
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James Egan
Production Manager

I'm a lazy guy. I've struggled with sloth my whole life,
and it’s been an uphill battle all along. It's affected me in
such a profound way that in my entire two years here at
The Lumberjack, out of hundreds of ideas for opinion columns, I’ve only had the energy to put a small handful into
print.

It might seem easy to write a column, but it actually takes quite a bit of effort. If you vent your frustrations
without backup you come off as a whiny hack, and end up
sounding no better than Andy Rooney. To make yourself
seem right, you have to do research; sometimes you even
have to talk to people. But there's no time for this now and
I have a few things I'd regret not getting out there before I
retire to the advertising side of the paper next semester.
So in the spirit of my retiring news mentor Luis Molina,
here's a rapid-fire list of unrelated ideas.
-The statue of McKinley on the Plaza doesn't belong
there. Having a likeness of the republican conqueror of
Hawaii gracing the town center is the symbolic equivalent of slapping a “God Bless Bush” bumper sticker on an
old hippie VW bug. We should wait until McKinleyville
splurges and becomes incorporated (legally recognized as
a real city) then give them the statue as a gift. Maybe a redwood could take its place—that would be more fitting.
-We need new automatic doors on campus. I’m not sure
what the problem is with the doors now, but they work like
they're powered by an extremely lethargic chimpanzee who
watches the doors via surveillance camera. Apparently the
chimp thinks only a good amount of awkward shuffling on
the mat merits entrance or exit, and he really has it out for

Lumberjack copy editor Joe Freeman, who he has successfully managed to get smashed between the sliding doors.
-Arcata needs a hostel ... badly. Anyone who’ lived
here for over a year knows that the homeless situation is
terrible. It’s hard to generalize the homeless here; some are
great people, some are terrible jerks, some are downright
violent. A hostel would at least get them out of the rain.
Sure it’s the ultimate Band-Aid approach, but it would directly improve a dangerous environment.
-Don't call people hippies. The hippie movement is over,
there is no such thing as a hippie. The “hippie culture” so
often referred to is nothing more than fashion. You can't
turn yourself into a hippie just by dressing up as one any
more than you can turn yourself into a pirate by putting
on a costume.
-Please stop using the word “Orwellian.” This applies to
students and professors. It was clever the first few times I
heard it, but sometime over the next 500 mentions, it became a bit trite. Now every time I hear it, a little part of me
goes republican.
-The Health Center should stop treating all women like
dime-store floozies. From what I’ve heard a woman can go
to get treatment for something as non-sexual as a toothache and she'll inevitably get the high-school-flashback-inducing spiel about babies and STDs etc. College students
aren't children and certainly don't need to be treated like
them. Just give them the codeine and leave it at that.
-Take down your Kerry-Edwards Stickers. Face it: there
won't be a recount. Even if there were, they wouldn't be
counting bumper stickers.
-Don't move the Telonicher Lab to Eureka. | admit, I
only know the basic facts about the situation, but when a
marine lab is moved from the pristine shores of Trinidad to
the dioxin-infused ecological wasteland of Humboldt Bay,
something's wrong. Richmond admits that the aim is to inspire growth in Eureka’s economy, but how would a wealthier Eureka help students learn about nudibranchs?
-The Lumberjack needs help with covering race issues.
Believe it or not, reporting about race issues on campus

has been a growing priority for Lumberjack editors over
the last few semesters. The problem is that we don't think
the easy stuff, like covering cultural dinners or letting administrators ramble on about diversity in the campus pag:

to it,
es, really does the topic justice. When it comes down
This
miss.
we
as a mostly white ediorial board, there's a lot
to
is why it’s extremely important to help us find real topics
.
oldt
cover. Please, call 826-3271, write to thejack@humb
ofedu with ideas that need to be printed, or drop by the
MMU
fice in Nelson Hall East, right next to the big “CO
NICATION” mural. Better yet, talk to Tara Apperson, the
new editor in chief, if you run into her. This is what she
looks like.

Strike up a conversation with her sometime.
-Leash your dogs around roads. Sure, they're amazing-

ly brilliant animals, but for some reason they have a tough

time mastering the concept of the crosswalk. It’s cool to let
them run around in the forest or on the beach, but if you
really want Spot to be around for a while, keep him out of
the roads. The fact that I'd be willing to sound like a public
service announcement for a few sentences is testament to
how strongly I feel about this.
-To the parents who took their toddler to the midnight
showing of “Sin City” in April: You know who you are. Unless that was actually a dwarf who prefers to be pushed
around in a stroller, you two should take a good hard look
at your capacity to raise a kid.
-Grapes are OK with me. There's absolutely nothing
wrong with grapes.

So there you go, the skeletons of the columns I never got
around to writing. Write me at the address below if you feel
I got anything wrong, or anything especially right.
James Egan is, in fact, a lazy guy. But how else would
he have all the time to come up with these great ideas
and answer all the mail he’s sure to recieve at

jte2@humboldt.edu

Tipsy taxi idea moves to the next step
isn't as large? ‘The donation is still reasonable, but not ex-

Emily Carpenter
Guest columnist _

This is in response to an article published in The Lum-

cessive.
If gas prices are a
vice only or charge
bars. These are just
program and amend

consideration, make it a drop-off sermore for going to and from parties/
two examples of how we can take the
it to fit our needs. ‘There are countless

berjack two weeks ago entitled, “Tipsy Taxi: works for UC
Davis, why not HSU?” by guest columnist Erin Tracy. After reading her article, I was affirmed of my belief in HSU’s
others to be considered. I am now part of a group of stuhands-off attitude toward helping to curb the amount of
dents taking part in a political action project to propose
students who continue to drive drunk
our own taxi service
in and around our campus and commuI write this, not only as a concerned to the AS government
nity.
here on campus and the
While I realize that the weekly arrests student and citizen, but as someone
Arcata City Council.
for driving under the influence generate who knows from experience how life
At the time of writfor the county, a new

system,

g and dangerous it is to be a ing this, we had contactchangin
must
Davis,
UC
at
one
the
to
similar
ed Paul Pitino, Transbe established here in Arcata. To quote driver under the influence.
portation and Safety
y
universit
the
can
how
“...
Ms. Tracy,
Committee | member,
even consider doing cost-benefit analyVice Mayor Dave Meserve, and City Councilmember HarThere
cost.
than
bigger
is
issue
The
lives?”
's
sis on student
mony Groves, as well as HSU’s newly elected AS president.
are people's lives and futures at stake.
We are also surveying the plaza businesses that would be
start,
to
money
some
cost
will
m
progra
the
Yes, I realize
affected by fewer cars being left overnight in front of their
and possibly some to carry on, but as more students are
businesses, taking up the spots of potential customers the
more
become
will
it
,
records
police
or
saved from death
next morning, if a plan like ours were to be implemented
successful and self-sustaining. UC Davis asks a $1 donain Arcata. So far we have received an overall positive retion for their service; why not ask $2 here if our funding
sponse from those contacted.

revenue

I write this, not only as a concerned student and citizen, but as someone who knows from experience how life

changing and dangerous it is to be a driver under the in-

fluence. When my unfortunate incident occurred in 2003,
it was a reality check. Fortunately, nothing was damaged,

except my pride, and thankfully nobody got hurt, but it
spawned my idea two years ago for a community service/
debt pay-off system where DUI recipients had to work for
a shuttle service to prevent the same thing from happening to others.
Whether it is office work, making reservations, phone
calls, etc. it would be a way to contribute and pay off the
tremendous amount of debt incurred. My idea for this
type of a program had fallen by the wayside until reading about the success of UC Davis’ taxi service. Tipsy Taxi
is having its 20th anniversary this year, and it couldn't be
more successful. If a greater number of concerned citizens
get together to lobby the governments of HSU and/or City
Hall, I truly believe that a service such as this could sustain

itselfin our little community.

Emily Carpenter was obviously moved by the tipsy taxi
idea and if you would like more info e-mail
thejack@humboildt.edu
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Consulting firm won’t consult away problems
white woman is a minority) told me HSU was working to
improve the situation, to increase HSU’s recruitment and
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R.W. Hicks told me, “Privilege might be a learning disability.” Over the last two weeks, I have tried first, to understand, and second, to write about diversity, but coming from white, middle-class, heterosexual, non-disabled,
Christian privilege means I’m fighting a pretty significant
disability.
After I got the idea to write the story, from a conversation in the foyer of Founders Hall, I ran down those steps
at the top of the university with a mission: I was going to
tell the story of racial diversity at HSU. I didn’t know what
that story was but I knew someone did.
At the Black Student Union, I was fortunate enough to
find an encouraging and strong voice in Mel Shaw, who
knew from experience, what it meant to be on the defined
end of the diversity debate.
The people doing the defining had some interesting insights. Hicks, at the top floor of SBS (if you ever have an
hour to kill, you should meet this man), is a former HSU
student, and a black man. He gave me a lyrical perspective
on HSU’s problem: paralysis by analysis.
From Manuel Callahan in the World Language and
Culture Department, I learned what kind of a framework
to look at the problem with, and though he refused to be
quoted, I can at least thank him by name.
Keion Morgan, also a black man and former student,
asked me as many questions as I asked him.
Helen Jones, the first person in the HSU administration
to whom I spoke, and also, the first non-minority (unless

retention of students of color, but asserted that instituting change is like “swimming through honey.” That phrase
must be important to understanding diversity since it is the
only thing she repeated during the interview that I didn't
ask her to repeat.
And Rollin Richmond, president, head of the administrative body, seems to have a caring head on his shoulders.
Diane Campos helped me get an interview with him, and
he read off an itemized list of things that HSU has done
to follow through with the diversity

casionally touch on diversity issues. For diversity training,
the staff was only given one 50-minute workshop where
we were chastised for our coverage of a fight between HSU
students and a police officer last year. We should have reported it without framing it as a racial issue, as our headlines and photos made it appear.
In the past The Lumberjack has underreported events,
and missed covering them entirely. There’s hardly ever a
story about Black Student Union, Mecha or Residents of
Color Council, but zombies get 400 words in the features
section. (November 10, 2004)

section of the campus strategic plan.

When I asked him what the problem

The

value

with diversity was, he said simply,

measured

of diversity
in

dollars,

is NOt
it

is_

By the school’s definition of diversity, The Lumberjack has 5 staffers who
are diverse on a staff of 25. We don't
represent the population of the people

“There's not enough of it.”
measured in having a more
of California, 67 percent of which is
But my question is this: why hire
non-white. When you put us in a lineup, we're pretty white (and some of us
Noel-Levitz to tell us what our prob- complete perspective.
lem is, when there are students and
aren't too pretty ... it’s what too many
faculty who do it for free? Does
deadlines in Nelson Hall basement
strung out on coffee, will do).
it take a research firm to tell us that it is hard to schedule classes, that Humboldt’s natural beauty is one of our
If you have a complaint about the way The Lumberjack
strengths, or that we need work harder to recruit and retain
handles diversity, please, tell us.
students from the “diversity market segment”?
Helen Jones told me, “I think talking is action,” and to
an extent, it is. We need to discuss our problems, honestOur retention of students of color has improved since
ly, and in public forum, so that all people involved have
1995 when it was only 65 percent, last year, it was 74 percent. But those quantitative numbers give no reasons why

a chance to have their concerns addressed, or else it may

people stay, or why they leave. Is a 9 percent improvement
even significant? I'll have to ask my girlfriend, she’s in a social research methods class and she knows how to tell significance mathematically.
All researchers can do is ask questions. Why aren't we
asking the questions ourselves?
Or as Mel Shaw said, “Those people pouring their
hearts out on the Quad every week are giving you the tools
you need to make your school more diverse ... [Richmond] could have saved $80,000, we're fighting for this every day for free.”

lead to a group of unaffected people making decisions for
the ones that are. We need talking, but ultimately, we need

And The Lumberjack is not exempt. From one issue to

the next, The Lumberjack publishes stories that only oc-

action.
I hope the Council on Diversity HSU is forming for the

next semester will be a source of action.
The value of diversity is not measured in dollars, it is

measured in having a more complete perspective. Education is enriched by diversity, and in a school famous for

open-mindedness, I’m surprised that our diversity policies
are receiving failing marks.

Adam Creighton can be reached at
adam.creighton@gmail.com

Trying to park on this campus sucks supreme
trek up the hill.
It’s no different anywhere else.
During peek hours, you can see people zooming and
speeding in various parking lots on campus attempting to
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Ray Aspuria
Sports Editor

After being at HSU for nearly nine months, there is one
particular problem on campus that has persisted. Parking.
Take a look around. Almost every parking lot on campus is full. Especially during the hours when classes are in
session.

Those hours are from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
During those times it is nearly impossible to find a
parking spot on or near campus.
As anyone who lives in the Creekview dorms can tell
you, trying to park your vehicle up there can is like to trying to win the lottery.
Each time you leave in your vehicle it’s a gamble. You're
betting on whether or not you will be able to find another
parking spot up there. And when you do, you're surrounded by elated joy. When you don't, you have to find another
spot somewhere else on campus and make that damned

find an empty spot or someone leaving.
How many times have you been cut off trying to get
into a parking spot?
Face it; parking, like gasoline, is at a premium up here.
What makes matters worse more often than not is the
parking lots and spaces are filled with cars that don't even
have parking permits. Walk around the parking lots when
you're near and take
a look

if the cars have

parking
stickers
on
their bumper. You'll see

During

peek

hours,

you

ever looked around and noticed that everything is almost
within walking-distance?
It took me nearly nine months to realize that the usage
of my car has dropped significantly after the first week it
was up here.
Before I ever step foot on campus, I attended an HSU
function in L.A. There parents and students were told by
university representatives including President Rollin Richmond, trying to park your vehicle on campus is ill-advised
and students are better suited walking, biking or using the
public transportation, i.e. buses. They basically told everyone who was there not to bring their
can

see

people

vehicles.
A number

of students

did

not

zooming and speeding in various park-

heed the warning. Now we are all

a lot of them without a_

ing lots on campus: attempting to find an

suffering.

permit.

empty spot or someone leaving.

Many students didn’t
pay the $60 parking
permit fee to find vehicles parked in permit required lots without a sticker.
It's a sight to see however, especially with the high gas
prices in the county.
Many students come from southern California and
they have no choice but to bring their vehicles for the move
up here. I had to do that. But how many students regret
bringing their cars up here now?
On top of finding the spots and gas prices, have you

Everyone has their own reasons
for bringing their vehicle up here and
I don't want to argue those points.
But with ever increasing-gas prices and the closeness of several destinations that can be
reached by foot or bike, take all that into consideration future and returning students—leave your cars at home.

Ray Aspuria has undoubtedly accrued a large amount
of debtin the form
of parking tickets and
if you can't find
him parked in a loading-zone, he can be reachedat

jJackasspuria@gmail.com
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Curbing football budget will add to HSU’s woes
are four paid football coaching positions within the department. One time even, someone looked me dead in the

eye and said that all sports here should drive themselves to
away games and shack up with members of the other team

the night before a game to save on traveling expenses. Who
are we—ultimate Frisbee?
Now, you don’t have to be a muscle-bound middle linebacker to have insight on

Staff writer

hardly, but give some of

guys are on the team and each year

Think

about

the

of people seem to be saying these days.
Sure, satisfying these requirements

team and each year more

and HSU administrators must do it every year it seems,

but cutting our football program is not the answer. For the
same reason Big Mac didn't tell the world he took the juice,
cutting football at HSU would only cause more problems
and wouldnt really solve anything.
My apologies for mentioning a ‘roider, sorry, accused
‘roider in the same breath as the university but the same
logic applies in this case.
Covering the budget cuts over the last couple of years,
in particular what the athletic department did as a result of
the cuts, I’ve heard ideas from the most, should I say, non-

athletically inclined people on what the department should
do to cope with the more than $500,000 that was diverted
from its budget over the last two years. People have suggested that football should only use one coach and have
volunteers for the other seven positions. Right now there

more

than

50 percent

of them

are

minorities. What other program can

di-

versity football provides

than getting Mark McGwire to admit to using steroids,

Think about Chico State’s situation. Chico dropped their
football program years ago and fundraisers within that
university saw alumni stop or significantly
85 and 100 reduce their amount of support they supplied the school. ‘The constant gripe was,

Every

“Bring diversity to Humboldt. At the same time, cut financial corners wherever possible because the State put
your budget in the corners it needs to cut.” That's what a lot
is a tougher task

Then what happens when we get out of this budget crisis we are in now? It would be a costly operation to get
these programs up and running again.

where money is needed,

these ideas a thought before blurting them out.

Sean Quincey

year between

with significant numbers would have to be dropped from
the program.

cay that? Take away

HSU. Every year between
85 and 100 guys are on the

you

take

away

a

big

football and
reason

many minorities choose HSU.

than 50 percent of them
are minorities. What other program can say that? Take away football and you take
away a big reason why many minorities choose HSU. And
sure, football is a male-exclusive sport, but it brings women to Humboldt, too. No, not ones who come to watch the
games, ones who have programs created at HSU because

football exists.
Many proponents of the extermination of football also
think women’s sports are often overlooked or under-funded by the athletics department.
HSU is one of the few CSUs around that is Title IX com-

pliant. Title IX says the number of women and men participating in athletics at a school needs to be within five
percent of those same enrollment numbers. If football was
cut, that’s about 90 men subtracted from athletics. To remain compliant with Title IX, at least one women’s sport

why

“Why should I support the university or

athletics program when the sport I loved
most is gone now?”

And alumni aren't the only ones the
university would have trouble trying to
get

financial

support

from

if the sport

were cut. Many local sponsors are proud
of the fact they support the only Division

II football program in California. Do you
think those dollars would still come to the school or athletic program minus football? Thousands of fans would keep
their five or ten dollars in their pockets on Fall Saturdays
instead of supporting the school by paying admission and
buying snacks.
It’s not surprising to see the opinion people in Hum-

boldt County have about football given the liberal nature
of folks here. “It’s a barbaric, chauvinistic sport,” some say.
Football has a tremendously positive influence on the university and students who attend HSU.
Before you discount football because of its high traveling costs or stereotyped perception, consider the steps
backward we as a university would take if it were stolen
Sean Quincey can be reached at
smq1@humboldt.edu

The night can’t be taken back without proper
support from the community and HSU
event.
Much like the voices for justice going unheard for women, so to is the awareness of the daily struggle they endure
to just be human. This lack of knowledge, awareness, and
participation surrounding this event underscores the oppressed state and status of women in our country.
Energies were high, but the lack of interest was notice-

Mark Bauermeister
Guest writer

April 15 marked the day of outcry among the largest
oppressed group in our society, women. Their cries for justice, social awareness and change encompassed Arcata,
turning heads of pedestrians and motorists alike, probably wondering to themselves what the fuss
was about as the chanting marchers pushed Pye to a lack
forward.

Due to a lack of support, misconceptions

Stor -

mis-

conceptions regarding the event

regarding the event and a limited budget for

and a limited budget for adver-

advertising, only a sparse crowd of supporters witnessed the honesty and compassion

4i¢ ing,

only

a sparse

crowd

of

able as male and female stu-

dents trickled in ind une af
the HSU Quad,
little empathy for
However, a
male participants

expressing
the cause.
group of
met while

the women
participants
marched throughout the
community. The motive of
of those exposing their deepest fears. Take ty and compassion seeping from
Back the Night was the theme on Friday the the pores, mouths and hearts the men’s group was to de15th, and for at least one night they did exvelop ideas regarding how
of
those
exposing
their
deepest
actly that.
local efforts among the male
Both men and women gathered to lis- fears.
population could help imten and discuss their concerns over the isprove the sense of apathy
lives
the
encompass
that
toward women’s issues.
sues of oppression
of women.
It also focused on taking responsibility as men in this
Take Back the Night is and has been an ongoing annual
society to see to it that positive change can happen. Ungathering of all those opposed to violence and social injusfortunately, only 20 of the more than 4,000 men who are
Back
Take
with
familiar
aren't
you
If
tice aimed at women.
members of HSU faculty, staff and student population
the Night, don't feel like you've been out of the loop. Many
were present for the men’s group.
perpeeveryday
the
to
of us from the conscious feminist
The points discussed during the men’s group focused
this
about
know
not
do
women
against
violence
of
trator
on campus security, increased funding for sexual assault

seeping from the pores, mouths and hearts

PT

of support,

supporters witnessed the hones-

programming, training and advertising aimed specifically at men and curriculum reform. In particular, the issue
of furthering progress on the construction of blue-light
emergency towers was discussed.
The groups’ conversations also centered on academic
requirements, asking the question, “Why is it not required
for HSU students to take a Women’s Studies course in general education?” There’s a Diversity and Common Ground
requirement, why not a womens studies requirement?
Another important issue discussed was the lack of
funding for awareness of women’s rights and social issues,
especially efforts aimed toward men who make up the majority of those who perpetrate violence against women.
The men’s group attributed much of the lack of funding
and support for women on this campus, including the academic fields, to the fact that a prevailing male dominated
system of governance controls this institution, as well as
much of the country.
As this year’s event of Take Back the Night has come
and passed without much interest to our community and
university populations, it will hopefully become an issue of
greater importance in years to come.
We can all take measures to ensure the promotion of a
safer, more tolerant and progressive campus here at HSU
and beyond.

Mark Bauermeister was a participantin Take Back the Night and is confident that it could improve with more
support
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Northern California spotted owls
face displacement as barred owls
move into their territory
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Barred owls have made their way from the East
Coast westward across Canada to the Pacific
Northwest.

~ Jessica Cejnar
Science Editor

Once

logging,
threat.

the victim

spotted

of habitat

owls

are

loss due

facing

to

a new

Barred owls, their larger more ag

gressive cousin, are making their way

south

from Canada, evicting spotted owls from
their

territory

as

they go.

Lowell Diller, senior biologist for Green
Diamond Timber Company, said when he
started working for the company in 1990
Simpson Timber Company back then
there was one barred owl on their prop
erty just east of Blue Lake.
“They were abundant in Washington

and plentiful in Oregon,” he said.

“(Now

and

began

to move

Columbia
mon

and

barred

along the

down

portion

the West

of North
Coast,”

prised

sightings

ty, consisting of at least one resident bird,

mond

or a mating pair.

some

“Five to eight percent of our spotted ow!
territories have been taken over by barred

Sibley

Howard Sakai, fish and wildlife
branch chief for Redwood Nation
al and State Parks, said there were
36 monitored spotted owl pairs in
the early 90s. Their numbers have
since dwindled to 17 pairs, while
barred owl pairs have increased
to 19,

“We
amount

have lost a substantial
(of spotted owls), he

said.

During the Pleistocene era 1.8
million to 10,000 years ago, the
“parent species” of spotted owls
and barred owls took refuge in
the coniferous forests of Baja
Calif., Mexico and Florida,
Diller said. After the Pleistocene the species had split
courtesy of www.mbr-pwrc.usgs.gov
into the present-day owls
Spotted owls hoot to establish territory.

became

com

America

and

Diller said.

Sakai said barred owls in the parks start

owl territories on Green

owls,” Diller said.

owls

‘(Barred owls) began to move across the

northern

ed first at Jedediah

proper

Spotted

East Coast.

they are increasing here.”
He said there are currently 160 spotted
Diamond

northward.

owls moved along the West Coast to British

at

Redwood

that
has

Smith

Green
been

According
Guide

Creek.

to

He

isnt

sur

“The
Birds,”

Spotted

d owls will continue to
that has been taken over

by a barred ow! but won't hoot anymore.
“Their whole social system is disrupted
if the owl can’t hoot,” Diller said.
Usually

it

a

pair

is

nesting

barred owl

“If the owls weren't largely
territorial, they could coex-

they

and

when

shows

finish

leave.

a

up,

nesting

Diller

there has only

said

been

one documented case
of a spotted owl being
killed in a barred owl

ist.”

barred owls are only
three-and-a-half inches
larger than spotted owls,
which are 17. 5 inches
in length.

Sometin
live in a territory

Dia
seeing

to

State Park, with

usually a barred owl will come into an established spotted owl territory and a con
flict will ensuc
the intruder ending up
the victor

Lowell Diller
Green Diamond senior

biologist

more specialized. Spotted owls in Can
ada, Washington and Northern Oregon
feed primarily on flying squirrels, while in

Tom

Leskiw, a hy-

drological

owls

weigh 1.3 pounds, while
barred owls weigh 1.6 pounds.
Another difference between the owls
other than the slight variation in size and
weight is their diet. Diller said barred owls
eat a variety of animals including amphibians and reptiles, while spotted owls are

struggle.
assistant

biological
for Six Riv-

ers National Forest. and a contributor
“Humboldt
County Breeding Bird
which made its debut at this year’s
wit Days festival, witnessed the only
mented case of a spotted owl being

to the
Atlas,”
Goddocukilled

by a barred ow!

In a written account of what happened,
Leskiw stated that he had been out on the
Skunk Cabbage trail in Redwood National

Southern Oregon and Northern California

Park with other birders working in support

they feed on the dusky-footed wood rat.

of the bird atlas, when they came upon a

“If the owls weren't largely territorial,
they could coexist,” Diller said.
Both spotted owls and barred owls establish territories by hooting. Diller said

fresh spotted ow! carcass.

“ We encountered the carcass at 2 p.m?

see OWLS pg. 37

Left: Rough-skinned newts
(Taricha granulosa), are the
most aquatic of the Pacific
salamanders. This one was
found on the Skunk Cabbage
Trail in Redwood

National

Park.

Below: California poppies

(Eschscholtzia californica)
is recognizable by its finely
divided bluish-green leaves
and orange yellow flowers.
Because it is our state flower,
it is legally protected, so
don’t pick it

D. A. Venton

Left: The rose-covered trellis

in the garden behind the Bret
Harte House offers students

a shady refuge away from the
hustle and bustle of classes.

Jason Major

Above: Boreal toads (Bufo
boreas) spend the winter in
squirrel burrows. This one
was found in the mountains
east of Horse Mountain.

Painted ensatina salamanders (Ensatina eschscholtzii picta)

love cool humid habitats such as the redwood, oak and cedar
regions along the coast. This one was found in Redwood
National Park.

D.,

; Venton
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Celebrated
reducers

Robert Deane
Staff writer

Eureka’s Vector Rehabilitation
Center won the award for Best
Business Waste Prevention Effort
in this year’s annual Humboldt
County Waste Awareness Week.
“We recycle our shredded paper and cut our scrap paper into
scratch pads,” said Patrick Brown,
a staff member at the rehabilitation center. “We also take our
shredded paper and our food byproducts to the worm bed one of
our employees has in the back.”
The event is in its 13" year and
took place from April 19 to the
24. The awards were handed out
at the end of the week.
“Waste awareness week is
something we do to make people
aware of the waste we produce and
how to reduce it,” said Humboldt
County Division of Environmen-
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tal Health and Waste Reduction
Coordinator, Louise Jeffrey.
The reward for winning a waste
awareness prize was a lamp made
out of recycled materials and a
certificate.
Individuals or businesses seek-

a

ACTT Rea 1)

ing to compete for these awards
eNnton

lis
ret
the

Ss.

had to go through an application
process.
“(The application process is)
given to the applicants for 2004
whose winners are awarded in
the spring of 2005,” Jeffrey said.
“They have to do a summary of
what they did and how it worked
out and the overall results of their
waste reduction plan.”
With 30 applicants, there have
been more this year, than in the
past 13 years of the event Jeffrey
said.
“We had 20 applicants last year
and were trying not to discourage
people but its tough picking out
the best of the best with how it is
growing every year, Jeffrey said.
One of those applicants the
Rio Dell Post Office led by Post
Master Debra Lake, who was out
of town at the time of this story,
has been running a waste recycling for many years, Jeffrey said.
This year the post office won
the award for the Best Government Agency Waste Reduction
effort.
According to Acting Post Mas-

see WASTE pg. 34
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WASTE
continued from pg.33

109 F. St

Eureka

ter Marilyn Stone the post office
recycles about 100 Ibs of undeliverable mail merchandise such as
soap and tooth brushes per week.
The program was made for un-
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“Ask the Pastor’
This column is paid for by “Ask the Pastor’ a ministry of Arcata First Baptist Church. Please direct comments and ques-

tions you'd like this column to address to claytonford@sbeglobal.net

Dr. Clay Ford, Pastor

Question: “Why Should I believe in God?

nswer (Part Two): Recently | was talking to a student about the existence of God. He made it clear that even if he
knew beyond any doubt that God exists, he would choose NOT to believe in Him, because, as he said, “| want to live my
own life.” He even went so far as to say that, even if such rejection of God resulted in an eternal state of despair and
nguish, he would still choose to reject God, because, again, “| want to live my own life.” The irony of this young man’s
postion makes me very sad. He is honest enough to tell the truth that he would be willing to reject truth in order to live
his own life, to in effect be his own god.
There are no doubt multitudes of people who aren't as honest as this student, but who are motivated similarly - they
want to be their own gods and live by their own “truths” and moral values. And they don’t want to believe in God,
because the implications of His existence would dethrone them from their perches of divinity. By choosing a godless life,
hey relegate themselves to a life devoid of Truth, of meaning, of any basis for knowing the difference between right and
rong. Rick Warren writes, “It is only in God that we discover our origin, our identity, our meaning, our purpose, our
ignificance and our destiny. Every other path leads to a dead end.” (Purpose Driven Life, p. 18). Dr. Hobart Mowrer, one
ime president of the American Psychological Association, also former professor at both Harvard and Yale said:

deliverable standard mail, Stone
said.
“We put them in a tub and do-

nate it to a local organization like

a church here (in Rio Dell),” she

said
notable

Other

award

to win

an

usable

Office

(R.O.S.E.),

the

Most

of
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were

Supply

the

Re-

Exchange

HSU

which

won

Effective

Re-use

Pro-

gram and the Karuk Tribe, in Orleans won for the Most Effective

Recycling Program. Both organi-

zations were unavailable for comment at this time.
Robert Deane can be reached at

rwd6@humboldt.edu

: Your ad can be :
here.
{Call our ad office at:

(707) 826-3259

Story ideas?
Call: 826-3271

“For several decades we psychologists looked upon the whole matter of sin and moral acountability as a

great incubus and acclaimed our liberation from it as epoch making. But at length we have discovered
that to be free in this sense, that is, to have the excuse of being sick rather than sinful, is to court the

disaster of being lost... In becoming amoral, ethically neutral and free, we have cut the very roots of our

being, lost our deepest sense of selfhood and identity, and... we find ourselves asking, “Who am |, what is
my identity, what does living mean?" (Sadly, Mowrer ended his own life.)

Have an event?
E-mail the info to:

events@humboldt.edu

ere are some compelling reasons why YOU should beleive in God:

1. Because God created you to enjoy a love realtionship with Himself. He loves you, but you cannot personally experience
is love unless you open your life to Him
. Because He has designed you with a particular purpose and calling in mind. Most of us want our lives to count, we
ant to make a difference in this world. Certainly you can make a contibution without God, but you could accomplish so
uch more if you opened your life to God and allowed Him to empower and equip you for His service.
. Because life apart from God doesn’t make sense and has no ultimate meaning. Atheist Bertrand Russell said, “Unless
ou assume a God, the question of life's purpose is meaningless.” Knowing God satisifies in the deepest sense our need to
nderstand life, ourselves, our origin, our purpsoe, and our destiny.

. Because you have spiritual needs that only God can meet - forgiveness of sins and failures, restoration of your soul,
wer from beyond yourself to cope with life’s problems, your need to be loved unconditionally and to know that your
ife really does matter.

erhaps there are some of you who are reading this article right now who feel something of a vacuum in your hearts, a

istfulness - “If only this were true.” Well, you will never know if it’s true if you aren’t willing to find out. Jesus said, “Blessed
re the pure in heart, for they will see God’ and, “Blessed are those who hunger and thirst for righteousness, for they will be

z=]
Letters
to the editor?

Press releases?
Send
it to:

thejack@humboldt.
edu

}:
Want to advertise?
Call: 826-3259

lied” (Matthew 5:8,6). Are you hungry to know God? Hungry enough to find out for yourself whether or not God is real?
e loves you, even longs for you, and He is waiting for you to open the door, to seek Him out. He has made the first move:

For God so loved the world that He gave His one and only Son, that whoever believes in Him shall not perish but have eternal

ife” (John 3:16 NIV). The ball is in your court. Give us a call.

ARCATA FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

CHURCH WORSHIP SERVICES:8 a.m.mild), 9:15 a.m(medium), 11 a.mdhot), 17th & Union Streets ( below the HSU
stadium & tennis courts) * SOLID ROCK CHRISTIAN COLLEGE FELLOW SHIP:7 p.m. Thursdays at Arcata First Baptist Church
*CALL 822-0367 FOR MORE INFORMATION
WWW.SOLIDROCK.COM

HSU students?
Join the class!

JMC 327
(pre-req JMC 120)
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is becoming ever clearer that the
momentum of change is growing steadily

inyne

supplants the old. We,

Joike
she

your Elder Brothers,

ons
Renge
ron
ro-

the

way
between the groups is vast and entrenched is
equally clear. How, then, must He work to
bridge the chasm between the old and fearful
and the burgeoning new? How, too, can He
counter the deep materialism which is the
hallmark of the present time? How deal with
the intolerance of the religious groups and
help them to experience unity?
Presenting Himself as a man among men,
Maitreya will make no claims, demand no allegiance. Simple and direct will be His approach,
moderate and calm His manner. His clarity of
mind will arrest attention. His wisdom will
overcome
menis fears. His sincerity of
utterance will melt menis hearts and remove
the burden of hate and greed. Thus will men
experience a new appearance of divinity, one
which includes them in its manifestation, and
sees no distance or separation.
As the Embodiment and Agent of cosmic
power and love, Maitreya will open the hearts
of all who can respond, and, turning men
from the fear and division of the past, ready
them for the glory of the future.

Many, though, are afraid of change and see
only an impending chaos and breakdown if
the @adicalsi have their way.

recognize the inevitability of this process and
watch it with satisfaction, knowing, as We do,
that all is moving towards the more
expression of the Plan.

on

invoke response. Thus it is today, as men
search dimly for the new direction which the
new age energies demand of them. Some
there are who sense the way and seek to
educate their brothers in the required action.

throughout the world. Event follows so
quickly on event that few can discern the
logic of the sequence by which the new

ek.

is

perfect

For men, however, this is a time of testing
and trouble as they seek to understand and

cope with the effects of their actions.

The

logic

and

of

happenings

escapes

them

makes them doubt the divinity in which they
place their trust. Thus, for men, has it always

‘ive
ni-

been, as they struggle blindly to enforce their
will or to escape the consequence of their
endeavors.
As we move from age to age, such periods
of tension and indecision are repeated again
and again. Each new age brings into the
world new and unfamiliar forces which

at

gradually

impose

themselves

on

men
S

.. the momentum of change is growing
steadily throughout the world.”

Into this divided world has come the Christ.
His is the task to reconcile these disparate
groups and to bring order out of the present
confusion and tumult. That His is not an easy
task should be apparent to all. That the gulf

and
H

A

R

E

TINT

ERNATIONA L

This article, published in Share International magazine, was written by a Master of Wisdom. The Masters, headed by
Maitreya, the World Teacher, are highly advanced teachers and advisors of humanity who are planning to work openly in the world very soon.
www.share-international.org/peace * For a free sample copy of Share International magazine, call 1-888-877-8272.

The world’s finest outdoor specialty shop is just 15 minutes from HSU

Killerdeals ToT

- and on the web from where ever you go this summer!

e With You All Summer!
BSSBERLLEES

The best & largest selection of backpacks on the northcoast!

Hundreds on Sale at Killer Prices!

SLEEPING BAGS! “||

BACKPACKS

Sierra Designs Van Winkie, ‘02, 15 degree down sleeping bag

Golite Dawn ‘03, trekking pack
LaFuma Cordillera 60, backpack
$129.99
Dana Design
Racer X Pack, 02. adventure racing pack... $165.00
Goll ite Gust Ulttra-lite Climbing Pack 03
$99.99
Osprey Luna 75, 04, Womens internal frame pack
Mountainsmith Navigator 04. daypack

.

Marmot Wasatch, Marmot, 25 degree down sleeping bag
Big Agnes Mica, 03, 20 degree, 3D sleeping bag

$349.00

Outrageous Pad Deals Too!!!
Therm-a-Rest CampLite, 03, long, with stuff $80K
Exped
SIM Light CF 9 Dix, sieeping
pad. . . . . .
Therm-a-Rest Standard, self inflating pad

Mountainsmith Kinetic 04, fanny pack
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Violas
= Cellos

E bases
= Bows
Repairs& y
Rehair /
1027| St. Arcata, (A, 822-0264
Mon-Sat: 10:30-§.20 Sunday: 12-q

Homeopathy
Safe and effective

_ NATURAL HEALTH CARE
_ for the entire family
...treating the whole
body, not just parts.
x
Consultations with

Joanne Wirte, C. H.
10%

discount to students

cALL 445-1018

All Under Heaven
« 1000 Anytime Minutes

* Send 250 Text messages
_

a month FREE for 2 months
* FREE Incoming Text Messages
735 8th Sc, Arcata 825-7760
212 F St, Eureka 444-2936
The Northcoast's LARGEST & FINEST
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selection of Asian painting & calligraphy

supplies & largest selection Asian BOOKS
(art, poetry, literature, Buddhism, ‘Taoism, Sufi, martial arts, health, language,

fengshui, cooking); Buddhist statues; jewclry: fresh teas & tea pots; journals; cards; zafu;
sushi wares; music; Asian clothing & hats; vast
selection handmade papers; lanterns; screens;
antique furniture; beads & charms
After living a decade in Asia, the
owners of All Under Heaven

5 know the stories & people behind
their carefully selected items.
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Bird Flu
New evidence suggests that the bird flu, which has the poten-

paring for the worst.
Extinct bird found

Last Thursday scientists announced the first confirmed sight-

tial to kill tens of millions of people, has mutated and is becoming

more dangerous. The flu, which originally was only passed from

ing of an ivory-billed woodpecker in 60 years. ‘The ivory bill once

chickens or ducks to people, is now able to spread from people
to other people. When it was first detected, it was killing mostly
younger and older people, but now it is killing people of all ages.
It has a 70 percent mortality rate. Scientists say it is impossible to
predict what will happen with the flu, but many countries are pre-

open

8am-10pm

flourished in southern swamps, and old forests. It needed dead
_ trees for nesting and feeding on grubs. Because of logging the bird
. disappeared, until now. Only one bird has been sighted, and it is
not clear if there are any more.
_
Compiled
by Tara Apperson
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he said in a phone interview. “The
only (spotted owl) predators active (at that time) were goshawks,
but the habitat was not suitable
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Welcome
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Emergency Care
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wrote

that

the

for-

est floor where the owl had been
found was disturbed, indicating
a struggle had taken place. The
birders decided to bury the carcass so it would remain safe from

scavengers and retrieve it later for

fave the date...

further examination.

Take Mom, Grandma, the whole family
winetasting Mother's Day weekend, May 7-8,
»

.

“I imitated a spotted owl con-

tact call and a barred owl promptly flew in landing in a tree 15 feet

11 a.m.-4 p.m.
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4 all

Picnickers
welcome!
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away, Leskiw wrote.
“Several
mottled brown feathers - looking
suspiciously like they belonged to

Spring Case

:
wee
«ae,

a spotted owl - clung to its left tal-

Sale in progress
Two days only.

on.”
A later autopsy proved to be
consistent with Leskiw’s observations.
There were no broken
bones, which would indicate that a
mammal had killed the owl. Also,
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there will be a barred owl workshop in connection with a meeting of the Cooper Ornithological
Society this summer at Humboldt
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When they

returned to the kill site, the birders discovered a barred owl hooting about 500 feet behind them.
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Guitars

galore

:

:

§ Local guitar maker designs instruments
® that delight musicians

James Egan
Production Manager

Tucked away from the world
behind a patch of redwoods, the
Helgeson residence in Eureka
is nothing special from the outside. Besides a painted sign reading “Moonstone Guitars,” there's
no evidence that the house is the
source of some of the most treasured custom guitars in the coun-

try.

soa

EN

Steve Helgeson, founder of
Moonstone Guitars, has been taking custom orders for handmade
personalized acoustic and electric
guitars and basses,
for years.
He also makes
repairs that local music shops
can't handle.
Helgeson’s
work isn't cheap.
Labor is $60
an hour and
the least expensive guitar
on the Moonstone price list
is

$3,000.

Moonstone

Still,

has

gathered a devoted following composed of artists like Prince, Greg
Allman and Dick Dale, and publications like Rolling Stone and
Vintage Guitar
his work.

have

recognized

“I think they're world-class,”
said Errol Previde, co-owner of Wildwood Music in
Arcata. “They're definitely high quality—very, very
high end,” said Previde,
who thinks the guitars are
too valuable to be left on the
sales floor. “We keep them
behind the counter...everyone comes in and drools over
them,” he said.
Moonstone guitars are
made from a variety of
rare woods, Helgeson'’s
favorite being Brazilian
rosewood. The wood is
an endangered import
prized for its resonance and is very
hard to buy.
“You kind of have
to have a connection,”
Helgeson said.
It takes Helgeson anywhere between 70 and 150 hours

to build a single guitar, and he
identifies acoustic guitars as the
most difficult and rewarding type

Kira Rubénthaler

to make.
Helgeson’s beginnings as a guitar maker, or luthier, arose from a
dilemma 35 years ago: he needed
a bass that he could play out in the
fields of Yosemite to get girls.
The problem was that porta-

J.J. Cale sent his Blue Danelectro guitar to Moonstone Guitars so Steve Helgeson could reproduce

the instrument in a different wood.
Cale’s set list written on it.

Seen above, the guitar features a piece of masking tape with

ble acoustic basses were few

and far between back then.
Taking matters into his own
hands, he found a book on
making guitars and crafted an
acoustic bass in the College
of the Redwoods wood shop.
From there he taught himself
the craft.
“It was tough at first,” he
said. But Helgeson stuck
with it, making and selling guitars as he relocated to Moonstone
Heights from Ferndale,
where he moved into a
trailer and stayed put
for a while, perfecting
his craft.
In 1975 he moved
to Arcata where he
did repairs at Arcata Music, a now-defunct music store
that operated out of the Jacoby

Creek Storehouse, not to be con-

see GUITARS,
pg. 40

Kira Rubenthaler

Steve Helgeson plays one of his guitars from his personal collection.

THEJACK.HUMBOLDT.ORG
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The pursuit of perfect

canoes

Local company mixes traditional
woodwork with practicality
Thadeus Greenson

varro canoes for well over ten years.

Staff Writer

“There's just no other canoe that has such an attractive
look,” Gravem said. “We like them because they combine
old time looks with up-to-date materials”

At the bottom

of South

G Street, past the Arcata

marsh and the salvage yard, four people in a brownmustard colored building work long heurs in the constant pursuit of perfection.
The Navarro Canoe Company in Arcata makes handcrafted canoes that combine the beauty of traditional

Wiesendanger also appreciated these traits as a custom
er of the Navarro Canoe Company, long before he became
its owner. In 1995 he purchased a Navarro canoe from an
REI store. After using the canoe extensively on rivers and

lakes in the Pacific Northwest Wiesendanger noticed that

woodwork with the durability of fiberglass and Kevlar

it was in need of some repairs.
Fearing that nobody else could do the repairs properly, Wiesendanger made the trip from his home in Arcata
to the Navarro Canoe Company, which was then located

hulls to make an aesthetically striking, yet very practi-

cal product.

“A lot of people like the appeal of the wood and the
tradition that goes along with it,” said Owner John Wiesendanger. “We give them that

along with an advanced composite hull”
Building the canoes

is an ex-

Wiesendanger met Vernon Pew the company’s owner and the grandson of the
company's founder.
When Pew mentioned that he was

“There’s just no other canoe
that

has

such

an

tensive process, consuming about
22 hours of labor over five days
per canoe. First, the fiberglass and

they

combnie

Kevlar hulls are hand-laid utilizing

with

up-to-date

look.

We

attractive

like them

intricate process that produces a
strong, lightweight hull.
Hand-carved wood ribs are
owner of
then inlayed into the belly of the
canoes, adding strength and a
striking vintage look. A wide variety of grains are carefully selected for the wood ribs to ensure that every ca-

Nicola Hunt

in Talent, Ore.

considering

ger conveyed

becasue

old time

retirement,

Wiesendan-

his interest in buying

the company.
“Looking at the company from a
buyer's perspective, I knew there were
people like me who were interested in
this type of product,” Wiesendanger

looks

materials.”

Nick Gravem

said.

Down Works in Santa Cruz

Pew spent several years mulling
over the decision before he agreed to
sell the company to Wiesendanger in November 2004.
Wiesendanger is determined to make sure that the
noe is unique.
change in ownership at Navarro Canoe Company does not
The canoes are then accessorized with wood trim,
affect its quality. After purchasing the company Wiesendseats and bows, all of which are arduously made by
anger and his assistant, Ryan Allard of McKinleyville, went
hand. It is this kind of woodwork which has made Nathrough a training program to ensure that they would convarro canoes famous. “They really have that warm cottinue the standard which Pew set forth.
tage feel,” Wiesendanger said.
Allard enjoys working at Navarro Canoe Company beAll of this attention to detail is not lost on Nick
cause of this standard and the quality of the product which
Gravem, owner of Down Works, a backpacking supply
they create.
store in Santa Cruz. Down Works has been selling Na“They're great canoes, just the best I’ve ever seen,” he
said.
Morgan Corviday of Arcata, takes a
(top) A
similar pride in building Navarro canoes.
Handcrafted
“It's
personally satisfying to build things
Navarro canoe
this beautiful, functional, and fun,” Corvithat takes
day said.
about 22 hours
of labor to

build.

The newest employee at Navarro is Jen

handwoven
seats which,
“not too many
people do
anymore,” says
owner Jon

Metcalfe, a McKinleyville resident. Metcalfe has a rich history in woodworking.
“I built wood instruments for a long
time,” she said. “I don't play anything, so
I really wanted to build something I could
use. It’s really satisfying, making something of this quality.”
While everyone at Navarro Canoe Company agrees that making canoes is no easy
job, that does not stop them from the pur
suit of perfection.
“It's just great work,” Allard said. “It’s
self-fulfilling, making something like this.
It's a great job, one of the best I've ever

Wiesendanger.

had.”

(left) Canoe
makers, (left to
right) Morgan
Corviday, Ryan
Allard and Jen

Metcalfe install

enthaler

Thadeus Greenson can be reached at
Nicola

Hunt

tgreenson@hotmail.com

THEJACK.HUMBOLDT.ORG
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War hits home
HSU student wants his brother to
come back from the battlefield
Staff writer

When a bomb exploded killing 18 US. soldiers near Baghdad on April 14, U.S. soldier John

Backman, brother to HSU physics
major Rob Backman, felt a shock
wave move through his body.
“Yo, this shit just happened in
front of me, I actually saw and
felt the blast, that’s one hell of a
wake up call. I couldn't explain it
in words if I tried,” John Backman

wrote in e-mail to his brother.
Rob Backman lives in Arcata
with former U.S. soldier in Iraq
Ben Tschudy.
About a year ago Tschudy
and John Backman planned to
join the military with a group of
high school friends. The war in
Afghanistan was cooling off and
they intended to show their patriotism.

Except, most of them changed
their minds.
“It was a kind of patriotic
thing, but everybody else chick-

ened out,” Rob said.
Tschudy kept his word because
his parents could not pay for his
college education. He served in
Iraq for five months until he got a
hernia and received a medical discharge with full benefits. Tschudy
moved in with Rob because he
didn’t have very much money and
Rob offered him a room. Now
Tschudy is unemployed.
John Backman and Tschudy
were going to be stationed together but the Army separated them.
“I don't know how it happened,
they just lied to us,” Tschudy said.
“Its not, like, an uncommon
thing. I guess they can just say

whatever they want and do whatever they want.”
Tschudy was assigned to drive
around a First Sergeant to scope

out areas before missions, and to
set up military communications

technology.
“There's not a front line over
there,” Tschudy said. “There are
guys disguised as trash, and in

<0 | Gen. Erik
"

Shinseki
i

(left) and Lt.
Gen. David
McKiernan
walk ona

flight line
after landing
at Baghdad
International
Airport.

ae

Shawn Tulecke-Paulson

potholes, spraying [bullets] at you
from behind corners. So by the
time you notice them they're running away.”
Tschudy remembered the extreme poverty he saw.
“Wood out there is like gold. I
don't know the prices, but you see
people living in clay huts along a
river and you don't see anything
green,” he said. “It would make
me wonder what they eat.”
Tschudy also spent a lot of
time on the military base.
“There would be mortars that
would come in and hit the motor homes we were living in,
Tschudy said. “Mortar attacks are
a common thing, and you're always hearing [rocket-propelled
grenades] going off. But you can't
really tell where their coming
from.”
Tschudy said before going to
Iraq he believed that the war was
for oil.
“It just kind of backed it up
when we would be sitting there

courtesy of arcent.army.mil

guarding an oil convoy,” he said.
“There would be a hummer in
front, and then 10 tankers of oil,
and then another hummer, and
then another 10 tankers of oil—
on and on like that.”
As finals approach Rob is concerned about his brother’s safety.
“Any time, like when you're
driving down the road, you're
thinking, he could be getting

blown up,” Rob said.
The Backmans’ father and sis-

ter served in the military but had
never seen combat.
Now, John thinks he is in deep-

er than his family members were,
and is “pretty bummed out,” Rob
said.
Shawn Tuleke-Paulson can be
reached at

phelixthecat@cox.net

GUITARS: Made locally, sold to celebrities

-

a

continued from pg. 38

son so that he could have it reproduced in a different wood. While Helgeson gave the interview
for this story, Cale’s Blue Danelectro rested on
the floor.
A piece of masking tape with Cale’s set list
written on it, including “Cocaine” and “After
Midnight’, clung to the hip of the guitar, just a
driving from music store to music store up and
few inches from a special bevdown the coast.
el that Helgeson made custom
He came into contact with
at Moonstone for Cale a few years ago.
Leland Sklar, the bassist for “(People
Between a throng of dedJames
Taylor
and
Jackson
Guitars are] just excelicated high-profile customBrown, who admired his work
lent
craftsmen
and
genius
ers
and the amount of guitar
and gave him his first commisrepair people. They're so owners that are referred for resioned order.
pairs from local music shops,
Sklar wanted something nice, too.”
Moonstone doesn’t need to adeye catching, and that's exactvertise.
ly what he got. Helgeson made
“I try to keep it low key,” said
Courtney Jaxon
him a one-of-a-kind doublelead singer and guitarist of Helgeson, who only stocks his
neck electric eagle bass.

fused with the new Sunny Brae store of the same
name.
Soon, he set up shop in an abandoned church
on 7th and G streets and continued to build
acoustic and electric guitars.
For a while he sold his work out of his trunk,

The instrument was a gar-

Kira Rubenthaler

Steve Helgeson examines a guitar for a client.
instruments,

repairs.

Moonstone

Guitars

As well as
takes

in

gantuan wooden creation with
a body bedecked in carved feathers. It had both
a standard and a miniature piccolo neck, each
capped with hoagie-sized eagle heads complete
with orange-lit eyes.
Months later, the guitar popped up during a
performance on Saturday Night Live.
After the show, Helgeson gradually gathered
more famous clients. One of his most loyal highprofile customers has been famed singer/songwriter J.J. Cale.

Cale sent one of his electric guitars to Helge-

Monster Women

guitars in a few select stores.

Courtney Jaxon, lead sing-

er and guitarist for local punk group Monster
Women, bought a cheap guitar for $60 from a
guy she saw sitting on his porch and brought it

to Moonstone for repairs. After spending $100
on a labor for installing a new bridge, pickup and
other parts, she had an instrument that was performance ready.
“They're just excellent craftsmen and genius
repair people,” Jaxon said. “They're so nice, too.”

ae

can be reached at

2@humboldt.edu

eee

Missed Coachella?
Here's a slew of other festivals around the state

What: Reggae on the River
Where: French's Camp, Piercy
When: August 5-7
Who: Emeline
Michel, Lyrics
Born, Daara J

|
What: Kiwanis Redwood Run
Where: Riverview Ranch, Piercy

When: June 10-11
Who: The Tommy Castro Band,

courtesy o

What: High Sierra Music Festival

Where: Piumas-Sierra County

Cheap Trick

ypool.com

Les Claypool’s Frog Brigade will appear at the High

Sierra Music Festival and the Mountain Aire Festival

Fairgrounds, Quincy

When:
June 30-July 3

sis-

had

Who: Spearhead,
Les Claypool,

What: Blues
by the Bay

eepvere,
Rob

Keller Williams, Garaj Mahal

What: Vans Warped Tour

What: Ozzfest

Where: Humboldt Bay Water-

Where: Sleep Train Amphithe-

Where: Sleep Train Amphithe-

front Park, Eureka

ater Lot, Sacramento

ater Lot, Sacramento

When: June 9-10
Who: Mavis Staples, The Holmes

When: July 7
Who: Billy idol, Simple Plan,

When: August 14
Who: Black Sabbath,
tron Maid-

Brothers, Elvin Bishop

Dropkick Murphys, The Offspring | | en, Mudvayne

be

'

What: Camp Betty Camout Fes-

e

:
Attache

Where: Black Oak Ranch, Eureka
When: July 23

it.

a

.

Where: Piers 30/32, San Fran-

What:
Sierra Nevada World Muoe

wt

Where: Calavera County

bet

When: May 25-26

What: KFOG KaBOOM!
sai

i

ee

Who: Trey Anastasio, Ween, Les
Claypoo!'s Frog Brigade

ie

cen
~

: Toots and the Maytals,

Stee! Pulse, Luciano

When:
May 21
Who:

The Wallflowers, the John

3

What:

Butler Trio, Kathleen Edwards
ae

What: Live 105 BFD

What: Vans Warped Tour
Where: Save Mart Center, Fres-

_4 What: Ozzfest

a

Where: Shoreline Amphithe-

Where: . Shoreline Amphithe-

July 4
When:wea

ater, Mountain View

atre, Mountain View

Who

When: June 10
When: August 13
Who: Foo Fighters,
Social Distor- | | Who: Black Sabbath, iron Maidtion, Alkaline Trio
en, Mudvayne

Who: Billy idol, Simple
a Plan,

ae

When: July 1

|Who: Billy idol, Simple Plan,

Who: Billy idol, Simple Plan,

Dropkick Murphys,

Offspring

What:
Vans Warped Tour

Where:
Pomona Fairplex, Po-

When: July 6

| Who: Billy idol, Simple Plan,

Dropkick Murphys, The Offspring | | Dropkick Murphys, The Offspring

Dropkick Murphys, The Offspring

What:
Vans Warped Tour
Where:
Coors Amphitheater,
San Diego

When: June 30

Tour

Wien:

oc

Where: Cal State Long Beach,

maior anuniapan eset

through California on the Vans Warped

Where:
Piers 30/32, San Francisco ips

Dropkick Murphys, The Offspring
NN
What: Vans Warped Tour

When: July 3

Vans Warped Tour

THEJACK.HUMBOLDT.ORG
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by Engineering

Easy listening in

308/ Tech. & Env.

FACED with a choice?
ANOW
your

Van Duzer Theatre

Options..

Hawaiian slack guitarist joins Native American flutist
of musicians, and

an altered state. His sweet notes
bring
peace
of

pioneer of the contemporary Ha-

slack key guitarist

Keola

Beamer will be appearing May 11
at 8 p.m. in the Van Duzer Theatre.

Since the artists come from to-

tally different backgrounds

this

JWOS

IMV

show should be one to remember.

HUNAN * CANTON *PEKING
SZECHUAN * MANDARIN * DIM-SUM

Sandra Factor, a resident of
Trinidad, said, “I have listened

JUNOISIP
$ UOGNOD

Bring this ad and get

10%

Y

Fine Chinese Cuisine on

oO

the Plaza...

761 8th St.

a

On the Arcata Plaza

:

Call for to-go orders

*does not include gratuity.

~

PLAZA
Gees
One coupon per visit please.

waiian sound. The
smooth _ easy-to-

of my being.”

Who: R. Carlos Nakai & Keola Beamer]

Jisten-to

rhythms

|When: May 11 at 8 pm.

while

coupled

Nakai

has

re-

leased several al- eva
bums

includ-

ican Fae, FE

SSeS

ing Earth Spirit,
Emergence and Canyon Trilogy,
and also was nominated for a
Grammy for best traditional folk
album entitled Ancestral Voices.
He has released 27 albums, and
has sold 2 million records worldwide. Nakai’s music is like the
earth taking a big sigh of relief.
Nakai’s songs are music to listen
to when you want to soothe your
soul, something that will touch
you differently every time.
Keola Beamer, a child of the
rock ‘n’ roll era, is a great accompaniment to Nakai. Beamer released his solo landmark album
in 1972 called Hawaiian Slack
Key Guitar in the Real Old Style,
which to this day has influenced
many guitarists. The soft and
sweet sounds of the Hawaiian tradition permeate through Keola’s
music.

“In my family, music was taken seriously,” Beamer said. “It was
an integral part of our lives, almost like a religion. But Hawaiians are up against a shallow stereotype, often demeaning to the
native culture. That hurts.”

with the great flute
of Nakai,
make for

should
one of

Humboldt’s most unique and
most inviting sounds to anybody
who

would

like to come

to the

event.
Both musicians are spokesmen
for their cultures, which bleed
through in their music. They will
be promoting their first collaborative record released on Canyon
Records called Native Voices.
These two great performers
are both part of America’s indigenous peoples, and should shed
some light and dispel stereotypes
that have plagued them all their
lives. Through their music, they
will show what the true voice of
America sounds like.

Tickets for this memorable
show will be $30 for adults, $25
for seniors and children, and $15
for HSU students. Tickets are
available at the HSU university
ticket office, The Works in Arcata
and Eureka, and at The Metro.

Bryan Radzin can be reached at
brrS@humboidt.edu
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your take-out or dine-in order!

or reservations

own flutes and found that cedar

wood makes the right sound.

We have the 1
in town!
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Nakai has played the flute since
1972. He started designing his

mind to the core |Just
the Gist
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‘Ym going back home
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Kennedy said.
“I’m just going to
give ita run for the money—literally—and see what
happens.”
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FREE SHOW!

Doors:
8pm / Show: 9pm
21+

If you missed them last year
at Reggae on the River, you won't
want to miss them at Mazzotti’s
this Saturday.
Midnite, one of reggae's better
underground groups, has been
breaking through to mainstream
reggae, emerging as a luminary.
Since their beginning in 1989,
brothers

Vaughn

(lead

vocals)

and Ron (keyboards) Benjamin,
have brought reggae music back
to its roots, combining old-school
sounds with powerful lyrics.
Behind the deep bass and the
tightly
accentuated
_off-beats,

Vaughn's vocals are spirited, passionate and chanting.
Midnite met one of their managers-to-be, Kufunya, while performing in New
York City.

At the

time Kufunya was
the Reggae Music

Director

at

Just the Gist

|Who: Midnite
When: May 7 at 9
|Where: Mazzotti’s,

Sounds of Brazil
and went on to be-

come

|Cost:$25/$23

manager of Midnite with

Preston Powell in 2000.
“What attracted me [to Midnite] was the realness and the

rawness of their music,” Kufunya
said.

The music, which gives word
to issues such as

racial
sion,

_oppressocial

his-

tory and Rastafarian teachings,
would lead you to
believe the band,
like most oth-

er reggae bands,
originated from

ees
Walter

* Bernard

Sunday,

May

« Harrison

8th

Jamaica.
This

lt
+

Mercurio

« Moore

Do
Gen

wasn't

the case, however.
As residents
of the U.S. Virgin
Islands, Midnite

proved that all it

Adm

took to succeed
was a little bit
of reflection on

their past.
“I think every

EARLY

SHOW

person
comes
with talents and
Tickets fer all shewe
BP

rr,

Ride

the

Blue Lake Casino Players Club * The Works Records &
Tapes (Eureka/Arcata) * The Metro (Arcata)
FREE

SHUTTLE!

(877)BLC.2WIN

Of CehtFalregGgae.com.br

Virgin Island reggae group heads to Mazzotti’s
Oliver Symonds

wed, aug 24

HUMBOLDT'S NEWEST PREMIER
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medeski
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cme elie
lr rita bade

exuberant

gifts

from

nite is sincere in their music and
have no gimmicks. ‘Their music
is roots and culture coming from
their hearts.”
Classic sounding pieces
like
“Hieroglyphics”
p.m,
link modern day
Arcata
graffiti to the ancient

Egyptian

markings.
While remaining in-tune with
their roots, Midnite’s sound is
continuously
evolving
within
each album.
Having originally developed
their sound from the nation’s capital, the band played small venues
and was able to develop and record their first two full-length albums, Unpolished and Ras Mek
Peace.

Later, the band returned to
their residence in St. Croix, Virgin Islands, to produce their third
album before commencing their
first-ever U.S. tour in 2001.

Since then, the band has done
multiple tours, including four
stops in Humboldt County.
Midnite will be joined by Dj
Swami I of Green-Up Sound System Saturday.
Doors will open at 9 p.m. and
tickets will go on sale for $25 at
the door, $23 if purchased in advance.
Tickets are available at
The Metro, The Works, Wildhouse Records or online at www.
ticketswest.com. ‘The show is for
ages 21 and over only.

the

Creator,”

Kufu-

nya said.

“Mid-

Oliver Symonds can be reached
at rhS70@bromidic.com
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movie reviews
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Starting Monday April 11th we
ation

1S

Tara Apperson
Editor in Chief

The new comic-book-comesto-life genre of film has stepped
up to a different level.
Expectations may be high due
> and
NUsic

from
undlike

~ 9

day

ter they never had, and then make

out with them. The best part is
when dudes get their penises shot
off, or even ripped off in one case.
It’s graphic.

to a fantastic cast including Bruce

Besides all the gendered vio-

Willis, Benicio Del Toro, Mickey

lence, the plot wasn’t even that
good. It jumped around from subplot to subplot, but then the sub-

Rourke, Jessica Alba, Elijah Wood,
Rosario Dawson, Brittany Murphy and more, but get ready to be
let down; unless of course you enjoy characters who eat women and

plots never really came together.

display their heads on plaques like

sole intention was to get as many

It was

just

a bunch

Railroad. (707)

famous actors in one movie as
possible. But just because every-

one and their dog are in a movie
shouldn't mean it’s any good.
It was almost all in black and
white, a trendy and interesting
technique. A select few images
saturated in bright colors: beautiful eyes, red lips, spattering blood,
and some freaky-looking yellow
guy. The choice of color-use made
this film even more intense and

668-1781

ARCATA CHURCH OF CHRIST/
CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A no hassle, no pressure, no offering plates,
and no perfect people church

violent.

If anything the black and white
and selective coloring is interest-

ing and eye catching. It is actually
worth seeing though, just to realize what everyone else is watch-

ing, and no one else is seeing.

Eee
a

——

sunday school 9:45am
morning service 1 lam
evening service 6:300m

of little

movies within a movie, and the

sunset.

Located at 410 Railroad Ave. Blue Lake. To get there:
Take 299 to Blue Lake exit, go straight through circle,
right on Hartman, it's on the corner of Hartman and

High expectations yield intriguing
cinematography and little more

courtesy 0

Now!

Green Life is a raw food cafe/
store offering fresh organic juices, smoothies, and other
raw delicacies.

ty:
hunting trophies.
Or you might like this film if
you are a person who takes pleasure in watching a man tell a
woman he doesn't hit girls, and
then slap her across the face. That
even happened more than once.
You might even like the theme
of men who rape little girls, and
men who idolize girls as a daugh-

MERE

will be open from morning until

Tara Apperson can be reached
at tmapp2@hotmail.com
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Kira Rubenthaler
Photo Editor

The movie has it all—a big
spooky house, a dysfunctional family and a grisly backstory.
But “The Amityville Horror” falls
horribly short of what you might
expect.

The movie's only redeeming
quality is that it’s loosely based
on a true story, but that’s thrown
away with an overdose of Holly-

wood. The flashy effects and effort
to show as many ghosts as possible bury any sense of believability
the story has.
The movie opens with Ronnie
DeFoe gunning down his family
while they’re sound asleep, and
the screen quickly jumps to a year
later when newlyweds Kathy (Melissa George) and George (Ryan
Reynolds) are searching for a
dream home they can afford.
The gigantic but cheap Dutch

Colonial on the waterfront

TATTOO

in a

Long Island town seems too good
to be true, and it is. But even after the real estate agent fesses up
to the bloody story of the DeFoe
family, George and Kathy naively

Humboldt Counties Oldest
& Finest Tattoo Shop —

buy the house.

They don't even tell Kathy's
three kids from a previous marriage about the home's history.
Of course weird things start
happening when the family moves
in—ghosts, kids walking on the
roof and George’s sudden obsession with chopping wood.
The daughter has an imaginary
friend who gives the promiscuous baby-sitter a freaky encounter
with the otherworld in the closet.
George gets crazier and crazi-

er, and has a gory run-in with the
family dog.
Meanwhile Kathy smiles and
hopes everything works out, blind
to the fact that her husband is
psychotic and her daughter's best

9

oe,

courtesy of rottentomatoes.com

friend is a ghost.
The movie is pretty predictable, even if you haven't seen the

original 1979 take (I haven't).
Some scenes might make you
jump simply because of the startle
factor, but the ghosts are too runof-the-mill to be scary.
There’s not an original spook
in the movie.
Even if you're a diehard horror fan, wait for the DVD. It’s definitely not worth the extra bucks
you'll shell out to see this one on

the big screen. _

OPEN 7 Days a Week
1806 4th St.
Eureka, CA 95501

.

Kira Rubenthaier can be reached
at krri@humboldt.edu
“eewene

70 7~-443-380
, www.skinsignea.com
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Founders Hall Room 204, HSU
5 p.m., free
Join the multifaceted contingent
of language technicians every
Wednesday.

fo

Fulkerson Recital Hall

Van Duzer Theatre

On the HSU campus

On the HSU campus

8 p.m., $6 general, $2 seniors,
free for HSU students
Come out and enjoy this smail

8 p.m., $35 general, $30 senors,
$25 HSU students

group jazz featuring both original

return of this ensemble featuring

Circus Club

The SBE

Gist Hall, Room 102
On the HSU campus
5 p.m., free
Meet up every week to practice your
skills and hang out with fellow circus
lovers.

Qi-Gong & Self-Healing
TranquiliTea
1540 G St., Arcata
6:15 p.m., $3-5

fp.

session of self-attention to get you
through the week.

Nac One

Sa

Humboldt Brews
856 10th St., Arcata
10 p.m., $5 men, $ 2 women
San Francisco hip-hop legends
make their way to the Brews for a
once in a lifetime performance.

Thursday

05

Kate Buchanan Room
On the HSU campus

3 p.m., free
Join others in a going away

celebration for Lyn Risling and
Shaunna McCovey. Enjoy good
food and have fun wishing them well |
on their journeys.

QSU Meeting
House 55

On the HSU campus
7 p.m., free

Meet every Thursday at the

Humboldt Brews
856 10th St., Arcata
10 p.m., free
Oh yeah. It's that time of the week
again. You know the routine so
have fun and don't worry about

looking like a drunken fool.

Friday

i

06

West African Drum Class
1540 G St., Arcata

fA

6:00 p.m., $8-15

Rock Out With Your Pants On
The Placebo
fa
1611 Peninsula Dr., Manila
7 p.m., $2 members, $4 nonmembers
Enjoy this night of music, dance,
teen theater and sex education.
Spare Change will perform as
well as local bands The Dean and
Vidagua. Humboidt Rockers will
breakdance at this all-ages event
meant to inspire dialogue on teen

Humboldt Folkdancers

fA

Presbyterian Church
11th & G St., Arcata
Humboldt Folkdancers present this
First Friday Party with a dessert
potiuck and live music from Club
Band, Musaic and Chubritza.

@ : (707) 826-3271, Fax: (707) 826-5921
Arcata,

California,
Sa

On the HSU campus

8 p.m., $6 general, $2 seniors,
free for HSU students

$$Bling$$ Hip-Hop Night

Eugene Novotney directs this
ensemle performance that will get
you up and out of your seat.

The '80s Show

9 p.m., free before midnight
Join host DJ Dub Cowboy for his
weekly show that blends hip-hop
and cross-cultured unity with a
whole lot of bling.

fa

The 535 Club
535 5th St., Eureka
9 p.m., $5 adults 18-20, $8 21+
No, it's not a time warp. It's The
80s Man and he is presenting you
with all of the best '80s music all
night long.

J

Sunday

9 p.m., free
For the best in retro music and drink
specials this is where the night

03

Humboldt Bay Brass Band

starts.

Fulkerson Recital Hall
On the HSU campus
8 p.m., $2 general, free for
mothers & HSU students

07

Saturday
May Day Faire

fA

Blue Ox Millworks
1st & X St., Eureka

10 a.m., $6 adults, free with
canned donation

Enjoy family fun with skilled artisans, |
a puppet show, food and more.

16th & J St., Arcata

fa

|

8 p.m., $6-7
|
Enjoy this dancing event with guests |
Greg McKenzie and The Last Minute
Men. No need to bring a partner or |

:

Club Triangle

ic!

The 535 Club
535 5th St., Eureka
9 p.m., free
For alternative lifestyles, 18 and
older are welcome.

Monday
Karaoke

09
Sa

Humboldt Brews
856 10th St., Arcata
8:30 p.m., $3
Grab that mic and pick a song for a
night of fun-filled sing-along.

Tuesday

10

$2 Tuesday
Rumours
415 5th St., Eureka

9 p.m., $2
With a great cover and $2 drink
specials, you just have to get out
there and take advantage of it.

Gilbert Cline and band members
will perform a very special CD

Kundalini Yoga

Celebration/ Mother's Day Concert.

TranquiliTea

The band will perform selected
works from their upcoming CD

7:30 a.m., $8

“Pageantry of Brass.”

Garrick Ohlsson

New-England Contra Dance
Arcata Veterans Hall

95521

SPOHSSHHSHSHSHSHHSHSHEHESESHESHETHESHHESEESHHHHHEHSHSESHEHEEHESHESHESEHRESESEEEOES

Black from Zen Trickers with David
Gans and Adam Perry from The
Dead Radio Show.

The 535 Club
535 5th St., Eureka

Nee!

GO: Nelson Hall East, Humboldt State University

Van Duzer Theatre

special attire.

7:30 p.m., $$3

b<]: events@humboldt.edu

Calypso Ensemble

Rumours
415 5th St., Eureka

TranquiliTea

Note: This is the last issue of the semester. The
next issue will be published Aug. 24.
\ s

Barraco from Grateful Dead, Klyph

80s & Ladies Night

Ten Minute Play Festival

to tears and/or laughter.

The Guilty Pleasures

Sasquatch presents Barry Sless
from the David Nelson Band, Rob

at this one and only performance
or forever live with the regret of
missing them.

sexuality and pregnancy.

dance presents an assortment of
eight short plays that will bring you

and delightful performance.

Arrive early to ensure entrance

Multicultural Center to discuss
current issues and activities.

Gist Hall Theatre, HSU campus
8 p.m., free, limited seating
The department of theater, film and

Enrique Coria, Joe Craven, Jim
Kerwin and Matt Eakle in this warm

Six Rivers Brewery
1300 Central Ave., McKinleyville
9 p.m., $12

All skill levels are welcome for this
weekly drum class that will help you
get in touch with your rythmic side.

Going Away Celebration

|

The 535 Club
535 Sth St., Eureka
9 p.m., $5 under 21, $2 21+

Karaoke

Join instructor John Yamas for a

fa

CenterArts presents the annual

tunes and jazz standards by Charles
Mingus, Wayne Shorter, Thelonious
Monk and more.

To see your event listed in this calendar, e-mail :
the date, time, price, location and a short
description of the event to The Lumberjack.
: Publication is not guaranteed.

The David Grisman Quintet

a

Poetry League

HSU Jazz Combo

Seeceeeeeeseeseseeeees
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fa

Van Duzer Theatre
On the HSU campus
8 p.m., $ 30 general, $ 25 senior,
$15 HSU students
Enjoy an evening with this pianist
who has mastered the works of
Mozart, Bettoven and Schubert with

his comanding versatility.

1540 G St., Arcata
Join instructor Tim Campbell for an
hour-long session to help you wrap
up your week.

Humboldt Hip-Hop
Community

Sa

Humboldt Brews
856 10th St., Arcata
9 p.m., $2 men, women free
DJs spinning your favorites, or local
MCs expressing themselves through
a rhyme.

SECELESTSESESSCECSSSESTESSSSOLSSSSSSSS
° Brakes
(free inspection & estimate)

REDWOOD
AUTOMOTIVE

¢ Electrical Repairs
* Cooling Systems
* Clutches * Engine Overhauls
° Preventive Maintenance & Tune-ups

822 -3770
513

J
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Café

Mokka

TWo

Chase

Back for their annual return, The John Grisman Quintet will
bring down the Van Duzer Theatre with its elegant sounds.
For tickets/ info call 826-3928 or stop in at the Bookstore.
+

Just

ns agi a

courtesy of J.

Arcata>

1990 MAZDA 323, blown . headNot

gasket, brand new radiator
running, in Eureka. You tow or
pick up. Call Mark at 442-1290.
SPACE ON TRUCK from Arcata to East Coast needed for two

pieces of furniture. Seventy cu. ft.
total volume. 825-8995

HumBoats BOATING CENTER
Sail, Row,

Kayak, Canoe.

Water

taxi Tours of Humboldt Bay from
Woodley Island Marina. www.
humboats.com 707-444-3048

HSU RETIREES Would you like

help completing your Rural Helath Care Equity Program claim
form to receive your medical de-

ductible reimburesement? Please

call Kathie Roe 822-0672

GRADUATES/PARENTS
Vacation rental on ocean. whalestalecabin.com 707-452-0434

HSU CAMPUS Studio apt. Share
kitchen. All util. paid. $450/mo.
$700 dep. Lndry on-site. No pets.
=

822-4557

info.
ARCATA

or

822-4688

APPLICATIONS
RUNNING
SLOOOW? Hijacked home page?
System locking up? Spyware removed at home or work for flat
rate of $35.
www.spywarearcata.com

for
Ee

2

BEDROOM

APT!

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS

Quiet fourplex near Arcata Marsh

-

and Wildlife Sanctuary. Newly re-

(707) 444-8645

RogersRentals.com/housing

GENTLE
HOLISTIC’
CHIROPRACTIC CARE Relief for
sports, auto and _ stress-related

painted with wood floors, gas
heat. $645 plus deposit. 822-8039.
ARCATA

TOWNHOMES

Two

& three bedrooms are available
June 1. Walk to HSU. Applications
now being accepted. For information call Alder Canyon Townhomes 822-4326.

BLUE LAKE CASINO is looking
for: FT Human Resource Clerk,
FT Revenue Auditor. Please call
668-4391 or check out our Web
Site at www.bluelakecasino.com

For

more

information
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call

injuries and imbalances. Jan Dvoley, D.C. and Lorna Skrine, D.C.
912 Tenth St., Arcata 822-9171

MARIJUANA
on

campus

HSU Annex

ANONYMOUS
Wdnesdays

6-7 pm

127 839-7857

AA ON CAMPUS 442-0711
OA ON CAMPUS 441-9705
AL-ANON FAMILY GROUPS
443-1419 Adult Children of alcholics meeting now on HSU

campus

Tuesdays

7-8pm

SBSB

405 822-1758

PLUC LAKE
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a
B
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VERGREEN
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your best choice for wireless communication

Call ANYWHERE

S

é

\

For More info Cail:

707.668.9770 ext.1146

peed

1100

daytime

minut

www. biuelakecasino.com
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Saturday,
May 7th
10am
- 4pm
Seeking extras for use in print,
television, and radio advertising!
Males & females
21 & Over
Everyone who attends receives a
special gift!

for the clearest

alls and
the best coverage

S$

CASTING CALL
Sapphire Palace

and move your plan to
Ca

E

L

E

R

UNH!
( IN CONCERT}

Stop by locally owned
EDGE

3
/\\WI

NTA

iia

NOW HIRING: |

NETWORK

C <7
ABRIa
Fo
TEXTILES

FROM

AROUND

Earn up to $15 per hour (includes tips) Great

THE

WORLD

SINCE 1964

YARNS ... SINCE 1999.
Plus friendly, knowledgeable.
honest assistance.

(707)622-7762

playa

SEPTEMBER 11th 2005-8PM
Van Duzer Theatre, HSU x yeciny

To Apply:
Visit the Players
Club or call
www.
bluelakecaeino.com
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PRIVATE OUTDOOR HOT TUBS * TRADITIONAL SAUN
A CABINS

OPEN

EVERY DAY INCLUDING SUNDAYS
& HOLIDAYS
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